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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

In Our 98th Year

Two Car Collision
Occurs Friday At
7th And Chestnut

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, April 5, 1969

Letter'To Editor

10* Per Copy

Mrs. Douglas

Vol. LXXXX No. 81

Funeral Of Ronnie
Colson On Sunday

Dear Sir,
We appreciate the excellent
coverage your newspaper gave
The intersection of North 7th to
our recent Democratic banand Chestnut Streets was the
quet at the Holiday Inn.
scene of a two car collision FriMrs. 'Thula Douglas of Huai
A photograph taken by our
day at 12:46 p.m., according to group
and turned in with the age 89, passed away Friaay at
I the report filed by the Murray news story
pictured one of the 7:30 p. m, at the Murray-CalloI% Ione Wasp, the first of the Police Department. No injuries candidates for County Court way County Hospital.
The Hazel woman is survivgear. They can sting like crazy were reported.
Clerk. Some have asked if this
Cars involved were a 1962 constituted
an endorsement of ed by three daughters, Mrs. Otis
Ford four door sedan driven
this particular candidat. The (Zeims) Wilson of Hazel Route
Fellow brought a tool in yester- by Louella Colson Boyd of Mur- picture was taken at random, Two, Mrs. John (Alma) Valenday that baffled everybody. ray Route Two, and a 1966 Ford with no specific candidate in tine and Mrs. Raliffe (Veins)
Funeral services for SpecialIt is old, probably over 100 Mustang driven by Janie Wil- mind and did not constitute an Paschall, both of Puryear, Tam.;
ist Fourth Class Ronald Sanders
son
Barrett
three
of
sons,
Garyice
Murray
Douglas
of
Route
years old and resembles big
Colson; Calloway County's sixendorsement for anyone. It is
The Faxon Mothers Club met th victim of the Vietnam War,
nippers to some degree. Had a One.
regrettable that a routine pic- Paducah, Prentice Douglas of
Bradford,
Police
Ill.,
and
Trellis
said
Mrs.
DougBoyd,
going
Tuesday, April 2, at 1:30 p.m. will be held Sunday at three
gadget on the side which posture would be interpreted as
in the seventh grade classroom p. m. at the Seventh and Poplar
sibly was a tension control de- north on 7th Street, was mak- an effort to boost one person las of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Also surviving are two broing a left turn onto Chestnut
of the school with the presi- Church of Christ.
at the expense of others.
.1 What it was no one had
thers, J. M. Perry of Hazel
and collided with the Barrett
Bro. Bill Threat and Bro. Gerdent, Mrs. Mia Wilson, presidThank you'for allowing us
able to decide. He has
Route Two and W. W. Perry of
car going east on Chestnut
ald Ellison will officiate at the
ing.
this means of clarification.
*own it to people as old as 90 Street.
Hazel; one nephew, Preston PerMrs. ?viable Redden's second services. Burial will be in the
Sincerely,
ION with no results. If be will Damage to the Boyd
ry of Hazel Route Two; fifteen
car was
grade *Is gave the devotion Murray Cemetery with the arIgIng it back in, we'll take a
Mary Jane Littleton
grandchildren including Mrs.
followed' by the 'roll call, read- rangements by the J. H. ChurCalloway County
Sisture of it and run it In the on the left side and to the BarBill Clark Thomas. of Malaysia;
ing of the minutes, and the chill Funeral Home ethers
Democratic Chairman sixteen great
metwd maybe someone can rett car on the left front.
grandchildren.
friends may call after aisle /0.
treasurer's report.
The funeral has been schedMrs. Rozella Williams showed bc4WY (Saturday).
uled for Sunday at three p. in.
PWIlbearenrwill be -Trizt7lftil-.̀1
a film on cancer which was folWe have learned more Spanish
at the Mt. Pleasant United Me
lowed by an interesting talk on ton, Larry Garland, Bob Dunn,
dace the series High Chapparel
thodiet Church with Rev. Clocancer. She said that one out Gwinn Jones, Carter Mathis,
We know words like por
vis Kemp officiating.
of every three persons are be- and Whayne Garrison.
, which means roughly, if
00874) BRE5IERTON, WASH.
Burial will be in the church
Military services will be coning cured after having cancer.
you please, and vamoose, which (FHTNC) March Xi — Seaman
cemetery with the arrangements
She urged everyone to see their ducted at the graveside.
means vamoose, and Gringo, Steven L. Nance, USN, son of
by the Miller Funeral Home of
The body of Sp4C Colson is
doctor for a cancer test and exwhich we already knew. How- Mrs. Shirley Nance of Route
An Easter Revival will begin Hazel where friends may call.
amination. The film and • Mrs. being accompanied home by
Victoria is too fast for us 1, Murray, Ky., is serving
Sunday,
April
6,
at
the
ChestaWilliams urged everyone to Capt. C. Woodrow Herndon, Jr.,
When she gets said. We can't board the newly-commissioned nut Street Tabernacle Peregive to the "American Cancer helicopter pilot who is serving
sun understand English when fast combat support ship USS costal Church, Chestnut and
Society Crusade" so more peo- with the Army in Vietnam. The
spoken that fast.
Cherry Streets, 11020rding to
Seattle.
family of SP4C Colson had re
ple can be saved.
The Seattle was commission- the pastor of the church, Rev
MEETING OF IDEALS — AdeAue Hutson (left) of
Plans for a country music quested that Capt. Herndon acIf ay wen in John Cannon's ed in Bremerton, Wash. on John DeW star.
Murray, chosen as the Ideal freshman girl at Murray State
show were discussed. The club company the body to the Unitism would learn Spanish. April 5.
University, Is greeted by Treva Everly of Rockport, who won
Evangelist for the revival will
voted tg give a monetary gift ed States for the funeral.
tol:Lr, he does all right.
The Seattle is the third ship be Rev. C. E. Thompson of
NY honor last year. A deems and speech miler, Ada Sue Is
The soldier had been reportto each teacher for "Teachers
in a new class of fast replenishthe daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson. She was presented
Appreciation Day" to be used ed missing in action after he
Tbe Jeff !three home on South ment vessels of the Navy. Car- Duncan, Oklahoma, who re
Death
claimed
the
life
of Mrs.
for the school. The club also was last seen at an aircraft
Sixth le once again presenting rying fuel oil, ammunition, and turns for a meeting this year. C. C. (Nell) Farmer of 715 Main Hie award at the annual Paramts Honor Day program at the
voted to give the cooks and landing zone in Vietnam when
a sight for the general public. provisions, the 58,000-ton ship He has held two or three meet- Street this morning at 5:30 at university.
secretary a monetary gift in the area came under hostile atAll the plants between the side- does the job of three Navy ings in the area during the past the Murray-Calloway County
two years.
appreciation for their services tack on March 21.
walk and the street are up. All ships.
Hospital.
Colson's parents, Mr. and
the school and the Mothers
to
are blooming except the Tape
Mrs. Firmer suffered a heart
The 796 foot ship is the largMrs. Cletus Colson, 705 SycaClub.
Sunday services will be
which will be along later. We est Navy ship ever built on the
attack at her home at 3:30 this
A membership committee was more Street, were notified on
watch each year for this balm west coast. It will act as a 10:50 a. m. and 6:30 p. m. vi morning and expired two hours
formed. Those named were Monday, March 24, that "Ron.
services each week night M later.
or the soul
"A
New
Image
For Man" is
one-stop shopping center for
Mrs. Anna Lou Outland, Mrs. ale" was missing in action. The
7:30 p. m. Special music, inspirThe Murray woman was a the theme chosen by Dr. Samthe fighting ships of the Navy.
Faye Childress, Mrs. June Tur- word that his body had been
ing singing, and old time preach- faithful member of the
Forsythia is blooming all over
First uel R. Dodson, Jr., for the EastAfter fitting out and post
Four more persons haired fil- ner, and Mrs. Wanda Jones. found dead was given to them
town. That's that yellow stuff commissioning trials in Bremer- ing will be held, Rev. DeWater Baptist Church. She was active er Sunday morning services at
their papers for offices in
Named to the Health commit- on Saturday morning, March 29
ed
said.
you see everywhere.
in
community affairs and was 8:45 and 10:50 am. at the First
ton, USS Seattle will be homethe city and county subject to tee were Mrs. Beauton Under- by a representative of the Unit
The public is invited to at a member of the
Garden De United Methodist Church.
ported in Norfolk, Va.
the primary election on May wood, Mrs. Gerrie Thomas, Mrs. ed States Army.
tend.
The Hickory buds are swelling
partment of the Murray WoThe Sunday evening service 27, according to the office of Marie Miller, and Mrs. Pauline
The Murray soldier entered
rapidly. Let's hope for a banner
man's Club. Mrs. Farmer en- will not be held as well as the
the Army in May of 1968, took
Shoemaker, County Buchanan.
Douglas
nut year for the wildlife.
deared herself to her many fri- Junior and Senior Hi Youth
Court Clerk.
Officers for 1989 were elect- his basic training at Fort Camp
ends.
Fellowships.
Duncan of South ed who are Mrs. Mia Wilson, bell, and his Advanced InfanE.
Alfred
We have tow Oscars, tropical
The deceased is survived by
During the coming week Dr.
Street, local electrician, president; Mrs. Pauline Buch- try Training at Fort Lewis,
Ash, which have grown to two
her husband. C. C. Farmer, Dodson will be attending the 19th
filed for the office of Mag- anan, vice-president; Mrs. Shir- Washington. He left for Viet.
has
tilmes the size they were when
prcminent ti-bacconist of Mur. Cole Lectures at Vanderbilt
istrate of the Fiscal Court from ley Garland, recording secre- nun October 14, 1968.
we first got them. They are odd
ray, and two sisters, Mrs. D. University, Nashville, Tenn.
Specialist Colson was a gradDistrict No. 1.
tary; Mrs. Marie Miller, correlooking critters which look u
J. McClain and Mrs. T. D. WalkThe other three persons sponding secretary; Mrs. Betty uate of Murray High School and
though they have been r u
er of Paris, Tenn.
have filed for the office of city Wicker, treasurer; Mrs. Joyce -aUended Murray State Univer
through a meat grinder.
Funeral services will be held
sity for 214 years. He was em
council of Murray.
Underhill, publicity chairman.
at the chapel of the J. H. Churployed at the Murray DiViaiOr
P. Alfred Lindsey of Lindthe
close
At
of
the
meeting
you want to see some huge
chill Funeral Home at a time to
of the Tappan Company before
sey's Jewelers has filed for the refreshments were served.
be announced later with Dr. H. A. J. Wells, professor of poliAngel Fish, the boys next door
entering the service. He was a
council poet in Ward A.
at the Family Aquarium Shor
C. Chiles officiating.
member of the Seventh and
tical science at Murray State He tesides on North 8th Street.
hew. them. Big as your band.
Poplar Church of Christ.
Interment will be in the Mur- University, was the guest speakBy WALTIR WHITEHEAD
19 guerrillas and triggered 12
Mrs. Opal Smith will be a
ray Mausoleum with the ar- er at the meeting of the May- candidate for the city council
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
SAIGON SIPS — A 600-man
,yle lust got word that a good Communist battalion rushed out fireballs in Communist ammunand Mrs. Cletus Colson, two
rangements by the J. H. Chur- ileld Community Woman's Club post in Ward B. She is part
ition
stores
in
the
southern
half
"Triend, Mrs. C. C. Farmer died
brothers, Tommy and Kevin Colof the jungle behind a sheet of of the six-mile-wide Demilita- chill Funeral 4lome where fri- 'held Tuesday at the RECC owner of Rudy's Restaurant.
this morning. We always liked mortar, machine
Melanie Boyd of Murray has am, and one sister, Cindy Colends may call.
gun and rock- rized Zone.
building.
Starts
Koenen
of
Howard
her and watched with interest et fire today and tried to overU. S. Marines in watchtowers
"International Affairs" was Hardware is also a candidate for, been elected president of Al- son, all of 705 Sycamore Street,
each Spring when she put out run a U. S. gun base northwest
and
a
the
subject of his talk which the city council post in Ward pha Gamma Delta social soror- and his grandparents, Mr. and
spotter
plane
pilot circher big ferns on each side of of Saigon. The American comling overhead spotted both of
was followed a brief open dis- B. lie reside, on Sunset Drive. ity at Murray State University. Mrs. Joe Colson of Murray
the front steps. A fine person mand said the guerrillas were
Miss Boyd is the daughter of Route Three.
cussion. He was introduced by
who always greeted people with thrown back, losing 81 killed. the targets for the American
The other five Calloway CounMr. and Mrs. William M. Boyd
Census — Adults .... 109
Mrs. Charles Magness, program
a smile Our sympathy to Mr. Outnumbered U. S. 25th In- DMZ bombardments Friday.
of 1711 Magnolia Drive. She is ty victims of the Vietnam war
Guerrillas in the zone opened
Census — Nursery . . 6 chairman.
Farmer and to the rest of the fantry Division soldiers manning
a sophomore biology major are PFC Dickie G. Keeler, Lt.
up on the spotter plane but did
Admissions, April 3, 1%1
family.
the hue 30 miles from the ca- not find the mark.
with minors in French and James Scarborough, Cpl. Gary
James L. Brandon, 523 South
Wilkinson, Major Larry Hos
pital called on American dive
math.
Military
11th
Murraye
Street,
Gleespokesmen
Miss
said
the
Nance
Murray
will
of
Susan
'ionsin Director Ross Eckler, in bombers, artiilery and helicopfoci, and Billy Lauffer.
first artillery salvo, directed by da Kelly, Route 3, Murrty; Mrs.
present
a student recital of
answer to the statement that ter gunships to break the prethe spotter pilot, killed tour Robbie Orr, 1660 Calloway,
piano music April 23 at Murray
the Federal government is dawn attack.
Obtrimunists,
RoyChapter
Garland,
No.
92
Mrs.
Rt.
Jane
destroyed
Murray;
-Murray
two
State University.
snooping when it asks so many
Military spokesmen said the
Miss Nance is the daughter
questions on the census form defenders lost two men killed bunkers and triggered one fire- 2, Kirksey; Herman Roach, Rt. al Arch Masons held a call
ball about six miles west-south- 1, ilazel; Tommy Mercer, 407 meeting on Thursday, April 3, of Mrs. Doris E. Nanee of 1715
says "Their (the census taker) and 13 wounded in the two.
west of the Marine truie at South Ilth Street, Murray; Dan at the Masonic Hall.
Farmer Avenue. She is a freshrecord for secrecy is unblem- hour battle.
Con Thien.
Bobby Dodd of Murray has
T. Marshall, 801 Meadow Lane, The Royal Arch degrees were man piano major with minors
ished".
Heaviest Battling
The second U. S. Army bar- Murray; Mrs. Wanda Ellison, conferred upon Dee Lamb, Rex in voice and cello.
been selected to direct one ol
It was the heaviest battling rage 90 minutes later,
directed Route 1, Murray; Cohen Stub- Billington, Joe Lasater, Aubrey The recital will begin at 8 the seven one-act plays to be
He misses the whole point. No reported in war communiques by a
Marine in a watchtewer, blefield, 601 Sycamore, Murray; Evans, William Hall, and James p.m. in the Recital Hall of the presented May 8 and 9 at Mur_pee questions that the census today as the Communists roundkilled 15
Fine Arts Building. The public ray State University.
%ken record, or the govern- ed out the sixth week of their one truck guerrillas, destroyed Herbert Brian, 809 Waldrop, Gilliam.
Monice Jewell McCallon of
and fired 11 eceplo- Murray; Baby boy Hunt, Route
Visitors were Norman Harper is invited to attend the proDodd is the son of Mr. and
ment's record, for secrecy is nationwide offensive with 20 alone in
fuel and amn.unition 2, Murray.
and 011ie Thompson, Paducah; gram.
Mrs. Jack Dodd of Route 5. A Kirksey Route Two died this
unblemished. The point is that rocket and mortar shacks in- stores just
below the Ben Hal
junior drama and English ma- morning at 1 -30 at the Mayfield
A. B. Wheeler, Kent Burkley,
Dismissals
they ask Auestions which are to towns and military camps, River, which
rubs across the
jor, he portrayed the part of Hospital. He was 89 years of
Mrs. Wanda Ellison, Route Charles Pittman, and Hardin
PINED
**body's business except the in- busing light allied losses.
center of the DMZ.
Alderdice, Mayfield; Edsel Beal,
"Eddie" in the University age.
1,
Murray;
Paulette
Mn.
Craggs
dividual's
Headquarters said k was the
In neither attack did the Route 1, Murray; Glenn
The deceased was a member
Mc- William Moffett, and J. C. Hicks, Joe Richard Nance was fined Theatre spring production, "A
second Salgon-area fight in the Cbmmunists fire back
of the Kirksey United Methodfrom the Bridge."
at the Kinney, 801 North 18th Street, Benton.
View
Then tee, we are not too high past 24 how's. The first, 30 miles U.S. artillery
$500 on a charge of shooting in
bum.
Murray members attending
The plays are being present- ist Church. He was a farmer in
Murray; Stanley Dennis, Route
on the government compiling a north of the ciptal, coat Use
sudden affray at the March
were Guthrie Churchill. Norin connection with eours the Kirksey community and aled
Dexter;
1,
Sadie
Mrs.
Nell
Aldossier on citizens all over the reds 25 dead in battling wiCh
term of Circuit Court in Marman Klapp, Ralph Morris, Cleo
for drama students in the ways took a special interest in
work
brine!),
Route
Murray;
Mrs.
5,
country.
shall County, according to the
troopers of the U. S. llth Armthe activities at Kirksey School,
Audrey Sills, 902 Pogue Ave., Sykes, Dick Sykes, Millard Car- court report published in The directing class.
ored Cavalry. The Americans
attending the basketball and
Murray; John Abels, 705 Elm, man, Harry Key, Howard
One out or four !ermines will be lost two dead.
Marshall
Courier,
Benton.
'Cirbaseball games there.
Murray; Mrs. Vara Hale, 215 Neely, Lester Donelson, Edwin
questioned and they will be
Guerrilla ground gunners 56
MOTORCYCLE STOLEN
Donna Honchul and Connie South 15th Street, Murray; Wil- Elkins, R. H. Bobbins, George cuit Judge James M. Lassiter
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
of
Murray
asked 86 questions. They will and 60 miles north of Selg'oe Jones of
presided
at
the
MarCalloway County were liam R. Pittman, Route 1, Mur- Williams, Aubrey Karr, Sher
Nellie Evans McCallon of Kirkbe asked everything from how downed two U. S. helicopters among
shall
County
Court
Term.
10 members of Murray ray; Mrs. Mary Downing, 711 man Edmonds, Robert Douglas
Jan Dalton of 1114 Sycamore sey Route Two: one daughter,
many toilets are in the house, Friday, killing three GIs and
Us Douglas, and Earl Tucker
State University's Home Econo- Maple, Benton.
Street, Murray, reported to the Mrs. Hiram (Marie) Riley of
who you share a shower with, wounding one and bringing to
Following the doge of the
mics Club who attended the
Murray Police Department that Mayfield; two sons, Jewell Mc.
to how many llegitimats chil- 1,066 the number of American
meeting the group went to
Kentucky
Honk
Economics
Triumph motorcycle ha d Callonof Kirksey Route Two
his
dren you have, if any.
'copters lost to ground fire in
and Howard (Buster) McCallon
Convention in Lexington March MRS. THURMAN, TIACHIR Trenholnes Restaurant for restolen The report to the
been
South Vietnam.
freshments.
of Murray Route One; four sis20-22.
17
nitod
Pros•
Istormal
made
tonal
police was
at 6:45 p.m.
If you don't answer them, To the north, antiaiscraft fire
Mrs. Elsie Thurman of Murters, Mrs. Oryin Beach, Mrs.
Miss Honchul, daughter of
Friday.
4hey'll tack on a fine and a jail on the coast near An Hoe broNoble Cox, Mrs. Clay Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Honchul ray. area representative f o r
sentence.
ught down a Marine A-4 Sky.
Welcome
school
a
Wagon,
held
HOSPITAL
PATIENT
by United Press International
and Mrs. Paul Pierce, all of
hawk and killed its pilot on a of Route 2, Murray, was elected of instruction for new hostessMostly cloudy with scattered
Kirksey; one brother, Rollie
bombing mission in support of RHEA Newsletter editor at the es at Paducah recently. Mrs.
CAR
FIRE
showers spreading from west
McCallon of Murray Route,One;
PRES DOG
allied troops in battle, military convention. She is a Sophomore Delores Warner, assistant hosMrs. 0. A. (Hells) Robinson today and ending east early
eight grandchildren.
home economics major.
spokeemen said.
is
a
patient
tess,
the
at
Vanderbilt Sunday. High today mostly in
Murray was one of the
A junior home economics maFuneral arrangements are inFire Department
Three Salves
graduates of the course. Mrs. Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. She the 70s. Low tonight upper 40. The Murray
answered a call Friday at 1:40 complete, but friends may call
Military headquarters in Sal- jor with a minor in library sci- Linda Adams of Murray, hos- is in Room 7788 on the 7th west to
A dog, part Labrador retrier
upper 50s east Clearer, is free to someone. If inter- gon said three salvos from U. ence, Mrs. Jones is the daugh- tess, was a guest at the gradua- floor for those who would like ing west tonight and over state p.m. to a car fire at 308 South at the Blalock -Coleman Funeral
18th Street. CO2 was used to Home after three p.m. today
S. Army artillery killed at least ter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. Hop- tion.
cited call 7534916.
:0 send her letters or cards.
and cooler Sunday.
kins of Almo.
(Saturday).
extinguish the flames.
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Easter Revival Is
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To Head Sorority
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lb TIMER —
One
who
Route
got, $25.50 fix
by Ray Crank of Puryear
one basket
his 740 pound crop.
Hazel High School won the distrbct championship
cup in the Forensic events he at Murray Mate College
on March 24.
Alb. Stubblefield. Roselle Hargis, Gus Yarbrough,
L B. Al/britten, Mary Ruth Houston, Kilda Ann La
Julia Coleman, Willie Barnett, and Faye Hendon
members of the cast of the senior play, "Where's Grandma" at New Concord H%th School 011 &Pell &
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PUBLEINIIIII kg LEDGER • TIMES rbsanours0 COMPANY,
Ines Omiseildlation of the Murray Ledger. The Calk:Amy Thaw and
The limen-amild. October M. USE and the West Hainturldars.
ansaty 1. oes.
MS N. Mb Street. Illerray, Irasedteder 4BITI
.1.AM1111 C. WELL/AMR PUBLISHER
We warn the right to reject any AdvertiMrig. Letters to the Editor,
or Palle yoke items which. to our opinion. ere not for the pea
hitertM of ear readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACR Win= OD., WO
Madison Ave_ Memphis. Tenn.; Mine & Life Bldg_ New Tads. WT..
Maphenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
Entered at tha Post Offloa, Murray. Kentucky. for trammisson es
Second Clam Matter

Bible Thoughtfor Today
This man (Joseph) went ante Pilate, and begged

SUBDCLPTION RATES. By Carrier In Murray, per weak Se, per body eif Jeans. —Lake 23:51
Month $1.61. In Calloway and adjoining oounties, par yew. $6.60;
Our concern for physical things ends at the grave
Zones 1 es 1. $1100: ilsewhere $16.00. All mervioe subscriptions MAIL Spiritual matters are
of eternal

worth.

"The OsstratandIng Civls Ariel of a Commienity la Um
IntegdO of Me Newagraper"
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NOW TO WIN IN VIET—Mai.
Gen. Raymond Davis (above),
3rd Marine Division COMmander in South Vietnam,
says allied troops could win
the war there by attacking
Communist

Wales

in

•

Lapel

and the southern fringes of
North Vietnam. "The quickest way to shorten this war
is to destroy these sanctuaries." aays Davis. He returns soon to become commandant of Marine Corps
schools in QuanUco, Va.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS LNTERNATIONAL

HOUSTON — Dental A. Cooley, commenting after
he transplanted an artificial heart into the chest of a
47-year-old man:
"A Journey of a million miles can begin with only
GM step. U everyone says we have this thing licked, we
WEI be left holding the bag."
ATLANTA — The Rev. T. Y. Rogers, an official ot
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, eulogising the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. in ceremonies at
the Georgia state capitol marking the anniversary of
his assassination:
"iVe are here in front of the bastion of bigotry in
the south in honor of a man who gave his life so that
black men everywhere could live in their own house,
state, and nation without these ropes and state troopers."

MU'MAIL

•
Paseo by Wawa Wester

Murray Coeds Head for Florida

Almanac

THESE MURRAY State University coeds load up their station
wagon before leaving for a spring break in the Florida sunshine.
From left are Lynn Barger, Golconda, Ill., senior; Kaye Beaman,
Murray freshman; Kay Garrott, Murray senior; ,11\ Ann Thomas,
Columbus, Ga., junior, and Mimi Lester, Cadiz sophomore.

by United Press International
Today is Saturday, April B.
the 95th day of 1989 with 270
to follow.
The moon is between Its full
WINNER AND RUNNER-UP — Dean Harrison. (left)
ith grade
student at Farmington High School was winner of the Mayfield
-Graves
County Spelling See held Wednesday morning at Mayfield High
falissi. Dick Simpson, 7th grade student at East College was the

Isosse.p.

photo by Joe Hayden

LOS ANGELES — An official of the U.& Geological
Survey, remarking after popular ppredictions of a devastating California earthquake :ailed to materialise:
47SOPle JIMA like to sca:e themselves. Nothing we
say or do seems to help"

Down the

arden Path

phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Mercury and Mars.
The evening stars are Veins.
Saturn and Jupiter.
I On this day in history:
In 1792, President George
Washington set a precedent by
vetoing a bill for the apportionment of representation.
In 1951, Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg of New York City
were sentenced to death as
"atom spies."
In 1964, Gen. Douglas Nies
Arthur died at the age of M.
In 1988, major American cities were hit by violent riots in
the aftermath of the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.
A thought for the day —
Lord Byron said, "Fame is the
tturst of youth."

•
s P4

What Problems Will •Confront.Man
On the Moon? Here are Just a Few
•

Sy RAYMOND WILCOVE
Centrra Press Associ.ttiort

Correspondent

WASHINGTON-- What problems will confront Man when
he finally steps on the barren
NEW YORK — Tour Smothers, co-producer with
landscape of the Moon?
brother Dick of the Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour
Alice S. Allen has some of
replying to charges by CBS-TV that the show was can
the answers, for she is perhaps
the best in:•ornied woman in the
celled because of some of its material:
United States on the Moon's
"They (CBS) have harassed us and want us off
environment.
•
air."
By lais. W. P.'WILLIAMS
Miss Allen is acting chief of
the Spite:. Sciences Section of
the Army Engineers' Extra
the roof. By and by, I will be the Terrestrial Research Agency.
Scripture and fine, clean strong ribs of a great
vessel and The section is composed of a
Have ou ever thought how Is the
reading.
the tempest will beat against me small group of people who are
Similar the needs are for building
LEDGER a TIMES PILL
or
gardener
knows,
As every
In vain, while I carry men acmes making a scientific study of
both a flower bed and a good
so we think, any plant grows the Atlantic." "0 foolish little the Moon's terrain artd environcharacter?
You
will find
Deaths reported today are John L Bland, age 88, essentials are much
acorn, wilt thou be aft this?" I ment
alike.
Miss Allen said that special
better when it is loved. So the ask. The acorn answers, "Yes,
and Beatrice Phillips, widow of Judge E. T. Phillips.
First we need the right
engineering provisions must be
sixth
thought
is that love is God and I."
Janice Peery. 13 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. specMications. We decide what
made to enable Man to live and
Williani Peery, and eighth grade student at Kirksey, was we want, then we make plans to necessary to both a flower bed
wet k on the Moon. "Our job is
and
good
character. Each no
the winner of the Calloway County Spelling Bee held that
to learn all about the Moon's
point.
working and person is
A
different and love
cnt onment," she ixplained.
April 4. Sheila Cooper of Hazel and Brenda Cunningham knowledge is necessary, so we
will show the way to aid the
• • •
of Kirksey were sceond and third place winners.
read the proper material and growth
of each.
HERE are some of the things
Gaylon B. Windsor, son of Mr. and Mrs Radford chorine our colors so they won't
Miss Allen pointed out about
Finally there is a marvelou
Windsor of Lynn Grove Route One, graduated from cloth. Just so, we need to have
4
the Moon.
reward from each. We all know
right
environme
nt and friends to
recruit training at the Naval Training Center, San
Life there will be much dif- While holding a model of the loner renstroetion velikla which mat
the
thrill
that
comes
with
aid in character growth.
Diego, Calif.
ferent from that on Earth, be- be developed for use by American astronauts, Miss Alice S Adams
New Facility
Second we need to clean out success with a plant or blossom.
cause the Moon's environment geologist of Extra Torrestial Research Agency, studies Moon
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Keller, 208 South 12th Street
land
The more we work, the greater
For Tankers
Is a hastile one, much more so scope photographed by Apollo 8 astronauts on Christmas Day,
are the parents of a daughter born at the Murray Hos- the sticks, stones, weeds and the thrill. And certainly as we
196$
rubbish
than even Antarctica. One false
to
make
room
for
the
pltaL
the Mom varies from minus
SPARROWS POINT, Md. step could bring
Man's eyes will have to bal
good dirt for our flowers. In the watch our children vow and
disaater.
253 degrees Fahrenheit at night pratectcd against the Sun's
Since the Moon's gravity is
seine way we must clear out develop in strong Christian (UPI)- A $15 million shipbuildto
plus
259
degrees
during the glare and the dark will be so
snail faults, that might choke characters, we are humbly ing basin, designed to handle only one-sixth that of the day.
Intense that even a man's
out our good intentions in char- grateful that we have, with tankers larger than 209,000 Earth and there virtually is no
Man will have to he protected shadow will be pitch
deadweight tons. will be con- pressure there, moving about
black.
Cbd's help,succeeded.
acter building
against
the
small
meteorites
Since
there is no atmosphere to
will present unusual problems.
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which constantly pelt the Moon. diffuse the light, the beam
Third we need a good So, Gardeners or Christians, structed here by the Bethlehem A person
of a
weighing 180 pounds
If his suit were -punctured. flashlight will not be seen
foundation. We dig out heavy we have similar needs: We need Steel Corporation. The new would weigh only 30
until
pounds on death might cline
to
facilit
share
will
more
be
with
than
1.000
others;
We
must
in
only
a
few
It
strikes
its object.
The Murray Rotary Club will celebrate the 25th an- day, put in drainage to assure sow that
which we wish to reap; feet long and widers than any the loner surface.
Dec ands.
• • •
that our flower bed won't wash
When walking, a loping halfniversary of its founding on April 7.
we must work continually, for vessel ever built. Construction
Driving ri .vchicle over the
MOON'S
environment does
away.
run.
keeping
Character
the
needs
a
feet
good
close
to
New officers of the Calloway County ACE are Mrs.
Moon's surface would be a slow have some favorable aspects.
era never gives up, neither do I scheduled for completion in the ground,
IL
would probably be process.
Ann Woods, Mrs. Hugh Farris, Mrs. Bonnie Brumley, foundation also and the only weeds; We must have faith,
possibly
three
to
five
never
rains
1970.
ate
or snaws and the*
for if
the best way to get about.
miles an hour. Hitting a bump - wind never blows because
Mrs. Hilda Street, Mrs. Lurella Forrest, Mrs. Nell Walker, sure one is Jesus Christ. After all we sow there will be a harvest;
there
• • •
the real foundation for either
or hole while the vehicle was Is no wind.
Mrs. Burdeen. Wrather, and Mrs. Lucille Potts.
We must remember that the
SINCE space travelers will proceeding at a fast pace could
one is not man's work. It
If
men.
ever
play bageball on
The Calloway `County Homemakers Club will have a
"Earth is the • Lord's and the
have to wear bulky pressurized result in its easily overturnin
already there for man's benefit.
g. the Moon, every player can
Something To Sneeze At
be
dress revue in the little auditorium of Murray State Colfullness thereof" and our duty is
stilts on the Moon, which has And lunar motorists who failed
a home run king. In fact. if he's
Fourth, we must have good
IMAM if any atmosphere, the to fasten their seat belts might
lege on April 8. Mrs. C. B. Crawford will preside.
not careful, the ball he hits very
BEECH
materiels. Every gardener or to bssutify both our characters
I‘LANir. S. C. exertion
will tend to heat up find themselves sailing through hard
and our flowers, for we are His [PHAmong the births reported today are a boy to Mr. person is responsibl
might disappear into
U.S. consumption of dis- the suit.
e for his own creatures
lunar spin-c.
as well as the growing iosable tissue _Rividuets,
and Mrs. Paul Cunningham of Alrao gtoute One, a son materials. We see MI
space forever.
insorts o things.
"Some provision must be
• •
And, ladies, your hairdo will
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Reavis, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. prdens, some have used second
luding facial t' e, bathroom made"to keep a satisfactory
BECAUSE of the lack of at- last much longer on
Using what the Lord has filmic,
Joe Pat Farley, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Urban L. grade plants and seeds and will
the Moon
towels and napkins, is temperature in the suit," ex- mosphere, day and night teach because
Belcher.
never quite reach the heights. even u* and with his help of win expected to exceed 3.o million plained Miss Allen. "After all, about two weeks long I arrives there to there is no humidity",
wilt
it.
and air and rain for our plants
But
you will
,
'
Perhaps this is the most
tons this year and - reach 4.7 they won't be able to open the suddenly. It immediately be- have to covcr.your
hairdo with
comes very bright, as the Sun a space helmet.
Important similarity, for cheep and his strength and 'hope for million tons by 1975, accordi iipace helmet to cool off."
materials in bulding character building character we should be to Marvin Gade, general manager Along with the lack of at- rises over the horizon, or very
Oh well, you can't have
are selfishness, indifference and able to battle the bad and bring of the Kimberly-Clark Corp. mosphere, the temperature on very dark.
everything.
out the good in each.
JIADGER a TIMIS FILE
hypocrisy, each mall in itself,
-slant here.
I have always loved the
but together they blunt and ruin.
To help keep pace with this
Deaths reported ,thU week are William D. Wick.er, Good materials are sincerity, following paragraph by Lyman demand, the plant has installed trade
is wit F.urope, 30 per of
olfsehmidt Vodka Dissite 50, Mrs. Mattle Allen, age 71, Doggie West, age 46, faithfulness, love campassion Abbott.
two papermaking machines that cent is with Asia and 21
1,700 pea cent, and that an
per tilleries, reports that in the Same
'By and by the birds will
Frank
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Business
Briefs

a
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W. Miller, age 75, and Mrs. A. W. a1ii of Liston, and selflessness
A good garden needs food, t come and rest in me. By and by
Ind., mother of Mrs. Charles Hire.
Tobacco sales here this week avers.* 111103, some- fifth point. We fertilize, we give I wit furnish shade for the
what lower than the season's average ot SAL One of each plant the food it needs; just attle. By and by I will provide
armth for the home. By and by
the Wittiest prices for individual baskets was received so we feed a good character with I will be shelter from
the storm
the spiritual food it needs, which
to those who have gone under

ikoab 4r,o Aaiun:awn

Illustrated

-Alired-4
-- Buescher

-

are rated the speediest in the cent with other ports in
20 million cases will
the 15-year period vodka has shown estimated
be sold in 1972.
world. Each is capable of Western
Hemisphere.
than
sales increases of more
. .
turning out nearly one mile o
•
*
*
*
1R-foot-wide tissue every 60 seconds.
,sustszmo
• • •

Vodka Volume

NEW YORK (UPD-Vodka,
whit* 15 yeses ago registered
soles of 700,0(X) cases, has
boomed to eh annual sales level
of almost 13 million cases, for
the first time has surpassed gin
America.
as a top-seller, according to an
Latest figures show that 42
industry trade source.
per cent of the New Orleans port
Victor A. Fische!. rresident

NEW
ORLEANS (UPI
European ships dominate the
busy trade in and out of New
Orleans, despite the city's proximity to Central and South
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WINNER OF ACADEMY AWARDS
METRO GOLDWYN MAYER PWESEWS
A CARO PONT1 PRODUCTION ;.;

DAVID LEAN'S FILM r
OF BORIS RASTERNAKS

SCOTT DRUG

Sr

A

"When the 'vet) was corn, there came a
rich man of Anmathaea. named Joseph.
who also himself was Jesti•' disciple He
sent to Pilate. and begged the body of
Jesus
And when Joseph had taken the
body, he . . laid it in his own new leirnb,
which he hati he
out in the rock and he
rolled • great stone to the door of the Reyoichre. arsi departed Matthee 27 7,7-60

®
•'Now the next day that followed the day of
the preparation, the chief priests and Phar
(sees came together unto Pilate Pilate said
unto them. Ve have a watch to
your way.
make it as /Uri' as ye car. So they went, and
made the Sepulchre wire. staling the atone.
arid •ettinir a watch •• Matthew 27 82.
eie

II
c
"In the end ,if the @abbe.. %as it legar. to
'lawn toward the first day of the week.
came Mary Magdalene snd the other Mary
to see the sepulchre And the angel . said
unto the women, Fear not ye: ter I know
that ye seek Jesus. which was crucified He
is not here fro lie is risen, as lie said
orne, see the place where the Lord lay.'
Matthew De I. h. 6
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

$2.6 Million
Offered For
Main Chance

•
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Cold Can't Mar
Marr's Round

eagle set up by a three wood
GREENSBORO, N.C., April
shot that stopped two inches
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - Local 4.-Dave Marr, without
from the pin helped Marr to
veterisinarnui Dr. Arnold G.Faaa victory since winning the
wrest the lead from first round
sin and his partner, Rex C. Ells1965
pro coleaders Gordon Jones
PGA
championship,
worth of California, Thursday
Played through the cold mist
and Gene Littler.
offered the University of Kentuc- and
fog Friday to shoot a fiveky Research Foundation $2.6 mi- under-pa
Jones and Littler each shot
r 66 that gave him the
llion for Maine Chance Farm. 38-hole lead
70 for 136 runnerup totals,
by two strokes at
The offer is $600,000 more than 134 in the
where they were joined by 69
$160,000 Greater
the foundation paid for it.
Greensboro Open golf tournashooter Rod Funseth.
In renewed efforts to acquire ment.
Acore of 143, one over par,
the land for a Thoroughbred sales
quafffied 76 players for the last
A 50-foot birdie putt gad gib
$1 MILLON --UCLA basket- and training center, the offer,
ball great Lew Alcindor says which is good for 10 days, was
two rounds Saturday and Sun"I proved myself but I have contained in a letter to UK Presday.
Lakeland, Fla., TIGERS' MC
a
lot
of
work
do"
to
signon
ident
Dr.
A.
D. Kirwin, who also
AULIFFE
yesterday's game. McAuliffe mead for
Amateur Dale Morey, who
GOES FOR THIRD BASE - Detroit
Mg a pro contract with the heads the foundation.
Tigers
when Mickey Stanley grounded to third
had shared the first day lead,
Dick McAuliffe starts his nide for third
second
Milwauke
Bucks
e
that is
The foundation purchased the
base as
baseman Julian Javier and Javier made
slumped to 73 for a 139 total.
St. Louis Cardinals third baseman
the
geared to bring him upwards 720-acre bluegrass horse farm
play to first base getting Stanley.
Jerry
South African Gary Player,
Buchek takes a low throw that got
of $1 million. The "Cindor- from the estate of Elisabeth Arexpressing confidence that his
away in
ella" boy agned the docu- den Graham in July, 1967 for
game has jelled in time for
ment in Beverly Hills, Calif. $2 million.
next week's Masters, shot 68 to
move into a six-way tie at 137,
Pessin hinted last week he
KENTUCKY LAKE
only three shots from the lead.
might come forth with a bona
BOWLING LEAGUE
Six more men were a stroke
fide offer for the farm, which
Monday, March 31, 1969
back at 138, including PGA
was the subject of a $30 million Teem Standing
s:
W. L
champion Julius Boros;,
law suit and month-long trial in -Martin Oil
79 33
PHILADELPHIA, April 4.George Archer, winner here
- The Boston Celtics
U. S. District Court here earlier T. V.
Service
staved off a late Philadelphia rally to edgethe76ers,
76% 38
93-90,
this year.
two years ago and tied for
Bank of Mummy
Friday night and win their National Basketball Associati
73 39
on
The trial ended Feb. 21 when Murray Lodge
59% 4244 second last spring, and Sam
Eastern semifinal series, 4-1,
a federal court jury cleared the Mutuai of Omaha
Snead, eight times a Greens59 53
Boston led by 10 points at 86-76 with 5:11 remaining. The
NEW YORK UPI • Max Hirsch,
boro winner.
foundation, Keeneland Associa- School of Business _ 57 55
/tiers still trailed by eight with 2:50 left.
who died Thursday at the age of
tion and The Bank of New York lAndney's
5244
59%
Archie Clark and Matty Goukas hit for baskets that cut the
MEMPHI
S
UPI
Guard
Willie
88, won a warm reputation in
Sixteen more were bunched
of charges of violating federal Colonial Bread
•
4744 74%
margin to 9044. Darrell Imhoff converted a pair of free throws
McCarter of Drake poured in 15
America for the great horses he
at 139, including recent tour
antitrust laws in an alleged con- Ryan Milk
37
and Boston's Sam Jones col-*
75
points
and copped the most valu- spiracy
winners in Florida, Bunky
brought to the nation's racetracover the sale of the Country Kitchen
30 82
lected a foul shot to make it
able player honors as the West farm.
Henry and Ray Floyd.
ks.
High Gime Scratch
91-86 with 2:03 to play.
defeated the East 98-85 Thursday
Marr, a dapper. 35-year-old
His career as a trainer began
P. Pace
who turned professional in
night in the East-West Senior
with a winner named Guatama
J. Neale
Ptilladelphia's Billy CunningAll-American basketball game.
at Fair Grounds in 1902, and
R. McNeely
ham drove for a baaket at 1:48
1953, credited touring pro Jack
Cincinnati's Sick Roberson towas still going Wednesday when
L. Hendon
and Hal Greer swished in a
Burke, his cousin, with corscoring
ok
honors for the West
a 4-year-old filly named HeartHigh Games WHC
20-foot jump shot to pull the
recting /Its stance here two
with 17 points and Tulsa's Bobby
land won at Aqueduct. Hirsch
F. Butterworth
76ers within a point at 91-90
days before the tournament
Smith bucketed 15. Ken Spain of
was credited with 1,934 winners.
R. Loiter
with 1:20 showing on the clock.
Houston
and
Bob
Portland
of.
Among
Pace
R.
them
was
the mighty
Philadelphia recovered a
•
began to set him on the right
Creighton added 10 each.
Assault, Triple Crown winner
High Tell111 3 Games Scratch
wild pass by the Celtics' John
track.
Elnardo Webster of St.Peter's
NEW
YORK
(UPI):
The
T. V. Service
of the Kentucky Derby, PreakHavlieek and came downcourt
led Bob Cousy's East team with
High Teem Single Game Scratc
ness and Belmont in 1946, Derby
with a chance to go ahead, but problem of the National
and American Football
23 points, including 13 in the
T. V. Service
victors Bold Venture in 1936 and
965
Cunningham missed on a Leagues'
The leaders:
realignment and
final period, Vanderbilt's Tom
, BASEBALL
High 3 Gomm Scratch
Middlegrotuid In 1950, and Beljumper from the side.
10ve Marr
1969 schedules will be disCOLLI14112
7
Hagan had 16 and Johnny Jones Tennessee 9-7
od
Funs**.
J.
Neele
mont champions Vito in 1928,
'144-I
810
Siete..
Free throws by Emmett cussed for the second time
3-3
Gorden Jones
Ole Miss 13
66-70-136
(et ROW,'ltr=112,
i
T. Hargrove
of Villanova added 10.
Littler
Middleground in 1950 and High
Bryant and Havlicek wrapped here April 30, it was an66-70--136
807 Gene
Mtn. St 7-3
Gary
Plover
Testes
69.67-13!
Tech
2-4
V.
PAU
41
Riley
Roberson
hit
a
free
throw
to
Dick
Lets
Gun
upthe game for Boston.
in 1954.
601
Delta St (3
69-61-1
37
tees.)
SIIII•eille
9
W.
nounced yesterday by Pro
Bruce Criervon
Texas 5.7
61-69-137
-Rice VG
give the West a 31-30 lead with Flida
Hlek 3 Genies WHC
Hirsch, born of German ImmDeane Benson
or II
Football Commissioner Pete
• 611-69--117
. - Auburn 4 V. Riley
CI,
Ca
l
Rodriguez
Minnesota
0144-131
1-10
7:51
WIggiliii
left
in
UAW./
IA
the
St
655 Art Well
second quarter Fla, St. 16
The victory boosted the Celigrants in Fredericksburg, Tex.,
Roselle.
61-69-137
Woke Forest 14 R. Lassiter
B.7.yr.:ais
*4-69-136
and coach John Wooden's club Celia U 4-2
Iowa St. 2-5
tics into the NBA's Eastern
645 Fret*
on July 30, 1880, ran away from Weekend TV Sports
Julius Boras
67-71-1 35
Ft
Hays
(Kan.)
St
1
B.
ROZELLE said NFL his comfortable
McCuisto
Fronk
Beard
n
never trailed.
7
..arsein-Newrnan (Tenn.) Ii
69-69--136
643 Grier Janes
home at the age
. 69-69-130
CgOrleSten Bgett. IS.0(I
President Arthur Modell
Saturday
High Teem 3 Games WHC
Sons Sneed
The West built its margin to MartAurray ((III
69-69-1311
I. Illellwreen (Miss 1 3
of 12 to travel north with a rac- 1:30 p.m.-Roller
Derby (3).
&stare,
Armor
phoenx
Alibuoueraire 7Cal
i
.
and , AFL President Milt
67-71-13$
T.
l.
Collette
V.
2
Service
20 points with 3:42 left in the pon American 3-4
3108 Sonny Ridennour
2:A p.m.-Pro Bowlers' Tour (II).
641-71-139
Houston U 0-3
molgolm
FrenklIn
Woodard will preside over ing stable.
Gregson
(Ind
1
6
Maryville (Tenn I 5
High Ind. Averages
M-71-1)9
p.m.--Greater Greensboro Open (4) game before Webster keyed a
ADale Morey
He never thought of retiring. 33 p.m.
Ill Innings)
66-73-137
the meeting at the St. Regis
-000 CLellik (6).
J. Neale
WiFir I nibit 7
193 Cana;,...r
final east surge which closed 'EVe.,
les Co
oed
,
69-70-09
y
" he asked re- 4 p.m.-Wide World Of Sports (E•
E
ion
Hotel in an attempt to "Why should I',
5
T. C. Hargrove
:
mR.av,,,
V‘177fte
vd to,
,
Flo4rwyR,..k.
a
rtigiti
3
184
Harvard
2
the
gap
Sunday
slightly.
,---111,39
le
dL
4e013;319
resolve the impasse which cently. "I feel tine, sleep good, 12:56 p.m.-NEIA Playoffs:
Pecs 2 L Dixon
fnei
St
Either
$5
179
Missouri
7-1
trIL.,:reyld,w.mKoinzotryse
resulted from original talks eat well and have all my facul- Philadelphia Boston (an game) Or The West built a solid 91-66 (nen 2-0 ...
69-70-1 39
Oklahoma (SS J. Washer
nen
LE3CD4GTON , Ky.UP!.Keene11
177
Marls Carolina 6
San Diego at Atlanta (515 game)(t) rebounding advantage with Rob- Tutees, 6
held last month in Palm ties."
Ge. Tech 4 D. Abell
p.m.-NHL Playoffs. Either St erson leading the way vrith 13, AIM:lama I
177
Sand opens its spring meeting
64i'.171-173,
39
Southern Mu.• V.
Springs, Cal.
Hirsch had his first stakes liW
Krises St et Nebraska
Louis
72-67-139
Philadelph
at
Riley
(71. rein
ia
or
Oakland
it
178
Mehl 1
today with the running of the PhNFL owners favor re- winner in 1909 when Beau Clai- Los Angeles (5).
Boston College's Terry Dris- Are,,,
Virginia
5
H.
Dunn
7
Foirlelg
is-Olckirean
1
174
taining the 16-10 split of re, named for his wife
oenix Handicap, the oldest stakes
3 p.m.-Greater Greensboro Open (4) coll won the sportsmanship tro- SW Missouri St 13. Morninagide a
who died 3 p.m -America
Rolling (Fie 1
0
111: °"*
rr"D vilS
bllie'V7
?
,....
e
Ttse Citadel 7 H. Garner
n Sportsman (Q.
the 26 teams with the NFL in 1939, won
race in America.
Pembroke U. $5
Awl Greene "--"41
:1:49phy.
4.
7017-14o
3:93'
Catawba 0 R. McNeely
the Washington HanSob Charles . ..f .•
71c1,4
-,
7z0omlib
175
N
i4oo
C.
operating f our four-team dicap.
34
Si.
I
The Phoenix, dating back to
Wooden,
of national champ UC- t5rrongts 573
TDeorierec...g
aikkoxs, ....
For nearly half a century
grown I G. Hodge
aver
Iowa
Loucks
divisions and the AFL two
Hammer
175
11
w.
Arkansas
U
5
7 1831, is for three-year-olds and
LA,
said "well, this is an All- Eastern Mich I
he sent out stakes winners for
69,71-140
Br-wn 1 pp. Buchanan
In Political Lineup
five-team divisions.
173 LAitIroryeilZilnegler
laves 4-3
Star game and you aren't really ArizonaCowen
up at six furlongs. Among those
Si. le 6.7
monty Kaser
the King Ranch of Robert J. Kle,.:
. . 7145WIsentsIn 11 L. Hendon
3-114
40
171
t
e
,
ttlensig
(Itiverstelg)
II
149-1•3
Melons
expected to run for the $20,000
playing to win that much. The
THE AFL owners are berg, and became a master of
lewere 6
Jim Wont
I )ES
MOINES (UPI)
—Terry L Arndt,
.
49-73-111
a. added In purse money
nion
(Twin.)
7
Moftln
RsesInk
:
1
t
iosetl
e
nt111
_...
73.0-141
are T. V.
urging two four-team divi- winning races with first
thing
that
pleased
me
the
most
r
a
Sac.-Trass.
time Bill Reichardt. an all-Big Ten
I 04.1. St. V7 Vf t eseaL,40Commercial, Rhubarb, Master
sions and a five-team divi- starters and at getting
Peneerellne iCale 1 5 Les Angeles St. S
e
j crik MC
S I kGe*sw.n
a horse itillhack at Iowa in 1950 and was that our players played so IRO,
sion in eaCh conference ready for a
Bold, Litinot, Advance party, Big
well
after
only
two days of prac- creme owl 19101. darkness_
• • •
certain race.
now is a state senator.
ri.
".1"M
ornry
n.cFW.3d
r:wskons
with the present teams
St.
Mery's
(Cale
1
II
Tim, Indian Amber and Klto PaKen
Still
Fresno
Si.
4
tice."
A Requiem Mass will be held
MINOS)
Reichardt, who in 1951 was
Gor
11
meRi:7
Wilt's
reshuffled. The latter
Mark
Orarnering
m-essirin
(Le.
6
int.
.,noor
(D500
-017v
tAitetre
Cousy, quitting as Boston Col- cAleer*/ (Santa Barbaro) S (10 M,11
in Our Lady of Victory Church chosen most valuable player in
5
New
Meal.
would
involve
switchin
g
co
Other stakes races during the
4
In Floral Park, N. Y. at 10 a.m. the Big Ten, owns two clothing lege coach, has been batten by (liftmen
NEW YORK (UPI) - Wilt Jim Wie-turrs
(Calif 1 5
three
NFL
teams
Mew
the
to
Nutlike
5
meeting, which runs from April
Flo 5
Jim Nerd,,
1410 Point 1 Chamberlain holds the
Monday. Burial will be in Holy stores in Des Moines. Ile is a Wooden three times and said South
41
AFL
Brakes* 10
National Etit.,
,
F' Stull,*
oc,b,
l 5fo
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e ,i
545, will be the $25,000 added
"I don't think I want another
Rondoltsts,Accnn 3 W•stetn
Maryland I3 Basketball Association's
Rozelle said committees Rood cemetery, Old Country Ro- Democrat.
Naas.
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single
gginie1110•
.............n
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trial was held at West McCrackear period.
en County Field Trial Area last
-- weekend with three winners
named in three stakes.
Winners in the Ohio Valley
Winners' Circuit were Partner
Hedgett In the MI-Age Stakes,
White Knight's Lady in the Derby Stake and White Knight's
Beau in the Shooting Dog Stake.
The event pitted winners in
Eve previous trials on the Cirmit, which includes clubs in
Ziarskville, Tenn., Evansville,
Ind., Carbondale, Ill, Eldorado,
Ill., Mayfield. Murray and Paducah.
Partner Hedgett was owned
and handled by Ronnie Powers
of Clarksville. Alabama Jim,
owned and handled by Nathan
Sholar of Mayfield, placed second in the All-Age Stakes,
White Nniy,ht's Lady, owned
and handled by Frank Bucy of
Murray, won over runnel'-up Miller's Miss Flash, owned and
handled by Ferrell Miller of
Murray, In the Derby Stake.
White Knight's Beau, owned
and handled by Howard Parks of
STAKE WINNER-The OW Valley Shooting Dog Stake was
Paducah, placed a step ahead of
Jake, owned and handled by held at West McCracken County Field Trial Area Sunday
and Monday. 7be big, hard running lemon and white pointer,
Greg St. John of Fulton.
White Knight's Beau, owned and handled by Howard Parka of
The windup of spring trials on
Paducah was the winner with one outstanding find while ismthe McCracken County course
fling •forward race. Runner-up was Jake, owned and handled
will be held next week with a
by Greg St. John of Fulton.
Murray club trial.\.
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West McCracken Field Trial
Winners Named In 3 Stakes
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toe, sister of the groom. Thal
gowns and accessories were
lashioned as the honor anew:lash in shocking pink. Miss
Laura Hiciserson, Now Johnsonville, Tennessee, was the
Sower giri. Her gown was of
Icy link. She carried a basket
of sweetheart and tea roses in
biendirg shades tied with satin
streamers.
D. Niel Ashworth, Baltimore,
Marylard, served as best man.
Ushers were Clay Warren,Beata), who pulled the bride's aisle
carpet, Joseph R. Miller, II,
Benton, Henry C. Harris, Kanass City, Missouri; J. Russell
Hayes, cousin of the bride,
Princeton, Michael Cathay and
Ronald McGuire, Benton.
Messrs. Ashworth, Miller, and
Harris are Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity brothers of the
groom
For the occasion the bride's
mother chose a coat-dress of
yellow silk with Jeweled buttons.
Her turban-styled hat, shoes
and bag were of matching color.
Mother of the groom wore a blue
two-pieced
silk eusemble,
whimsy, and dyed to match
Shots and bag. Both mothers
wore white orchids.
Material grandmother of the
bride, Mrs. George Edwin
Jones, Kuttawa, wore an aqua
costume with matching accessories. Mrs. Bonnel Preston
Lane, Benton, material grandmother of the groom, was attired in turquiose. Paternal
grandmother of the bride, Mrs.
Leonard E. McClain, Dresden,
Tennessee, wore a green silk
dress with full length coat ensemble. Mrs. Albert Cassity,
Sr., Murray, paternal grandmother of the groom, more.a
savy blue costume. All four
AiremiMothers wore corsages
of cymbidlum orchids.
Immediately
following the
wedding the bride's parents entertained with a reception at
the Beaton Golf and Country
Club. The bride's round cake
table held a five-tiered cake
deco rated with supr bell,
roses, surrounded at the base
with fresh spring blossoms in
shades of pink. A massive
candelabra filled with tapers,
roses, tulips, daisies,and stock

Miss McClain Becomes Bride
Of George Michael Cassity
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centered the refreshment table.
Garlands of greenery were
draped around both tables. Mrs.
Dick E. O'Hara, material aunt
of the bride, Princeton. and
Mrs. Bob R. McCrady, Benton,
served the cake. Miss Jed

•
Cossets ye Road, Lexington,
where be will resume his
studies at the University of
Kentucky College of En..
gineering.
Entertaining for the bride were
Mesdames R. Van Roberts,
A. A. Nelson, A. B. Rims, John
C. Lovett, Rob Bradley, and
Mervin C. Prince withanafternoon tea shower. A luncheon
at Holliday Inn, Gilbertsville,
by Mesdames Joe R. Miller,
Pat Warren, Joe B. Scharmahorn, and H. H. Lovett,Jr. Mrs.
Neal R. Sexton and Mrs. A. B.
Wicker, Kuttawa, entertained
with a tea shower at Mrs. Sexton's home in Kuttawit. Miss
Linda Lee Hill, Jeri Lovett,
Paulette Copeland and Pam
Pauley, a kitchen shower at the
home of Miss Hill. Mrs. J. C.
phrey Marshall, Paducah.
Hayes, Dawson Springs, enterMr. and Mrs. Cassity left on an tained with a luncheon at Madunannounced honeymoon. For isonville Country Club. Mrs.
traveling the bride wore a two- James A. Hayes and Mrs. Dick
pieced costume of autumn haze, E. O'Hara entertained with a
initted orlao, with reptile ac- bridesmaid luncheon. Mr. and
cessories. A brown cymbidium Mrs. George Cassity were hosts
orchid corsage was pinned to for the rehearsal dinner at the
her shoulder. Mr. and Mrs. Holliday Inn, GilbertsvIlle.
Cassity will reside at 1021
Jones; Mrs. J. D. Wake; Mrs.
Neal Sexton; Mr.and Mrs. Wake
Sexton; Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Glenn; Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Jones; Mrs. Julian Jones; Miss
Judy Jones; Mr. and Hrs. J. W.
McCollum; Mr. and Mrs.James
W. Riley; and Richard Whittington. Mrs. J. C. Hayes arid Miss
Sally Ordway, Dawson Springs.
Miss Julia Wetzel and Jack
Hatfield, Owensboro. Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Hayes; Mrs.
J. H. Waynick; Mrs.Sally Lady;
Mrs. Roy Stevens; and Mr. and
Mrs. Dick E. O'Hara, Princeton, George Long, II, Lexington; Miss Jeri
Lovett,
Bowling Green; Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Lovelace; Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Rudolph; Miss Ave Sue
Rudolph; Elliott Rudolph; Miss
Virrinia Vaughn. and Hum-

Lovett and Miss Paulette Copeland, Benton, served the punch
and coffee. Mrs. Joe Richerson, New Johnsonville, Tennessee, kept the guest register
and passed out the hand-made
rice bags that were heartshaped satin with net covering,
tied with pink velvet bows.
Out of town guests were: Mr.
and Mrs. Robert W. Jones, McMinnville, Tennessee; Dr. and
Mrs. Fred C. Ehrmsui, Louisville; Mr.`and Mrs. W. H. Malone, Robin Malone, Cleveland,
Ohio; Mr.' and Mrs. L. E. McClain, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
King, Mrs. Monroe McClain,
Dresden, Tennessee; Mr. and
Mrs. H. D. McClain, Trezevant,
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Gemmel, Somerville, Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. Almon Stephorison, and Raymond McClain,
Palmersville, Tennessee; Mr.
and Mrs. Joe P. Richerson, New
Johnsonville, Tennessee; Lee
Lee Goodner, Nashville, Tennessee; Sian Key, Hazel; Mr.
and Mrs. James Cassity, Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cassity,
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Allen,
Sr.; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cas514, Jr.; Miss Norita Cassity; 1000 Keeneland Drive, are the
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Cassity, parents of a daughter, Helen
Miss Connie Cassity; Gary Cas- Louise, weighing six pounds
sity; Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Bil- fourteen ounces, born on Tuesbrey; Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rhodes; day, April 1, it 6:28 p.m. at
Misses Mary Jane and Dianne the Murray-Calloway County
Rhodes; Mrs. Syiva Atkins; Mr. I 1ospital.
They have one son, Guthrie
and Mrs. Wayne Williams; Mr.
Hood Allen III who will be four
and Mrs. P. W. Ordway; Mr.
in May, and another daughter,
and Mrs. Thomas Banks; Mr.
Fleenor Virginia, age fifteen
and Mrs. Craig Banks; Mr. and
111.111ths.
- —
Mrs. Don Davis; Misses BarGrandparents are Mr. a p d
bara Collins, Diane Ewing, Mrs. George Crounse and Mr.
Shelia Harper, Jemma Hue- and Mrs. Guthrie H. Allen, Sr.,
bachman, Terry Litchenberg, all of Paducah. Great standSusan Rohl; Mark Roberts; and mothen are Mrs. John BuchanMr. and Mrs. Teddy Potts, all an of Paducah, Mrs. A. F.
of Murray. From Cadiz: Mrs. Cr:unse of Minneapolis, Mbei.,
Carl Davis; Mr. and Mrs. Bob Mrs. G. D. Allen of Danville,
Cassity, Mrs. Gilbert Turner; and Mrs. Nan Givens of LouisMr. and Mrs. Warren Gemen, ville.
•••
Nora and Rolla. Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Joyce, Golden Pond.
Angela Marie is the some
From Kuttawa: Mr. and Mrs. chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ben
G. F Jnnes, Mr. and Mrs.R.T. Hendrick of Murray Route Five
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AN AFTER EASTER FABRIC SALE
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS!!
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Over 5,000 Yards - Regular $3.99 to $5.99

BRAND NEW SPRING & SUMMER
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HAZEL CAFE
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,ounds 8% ounces, born
lnesday, April 2, at 11:46
t the Murrey-Calloway
Hospital.
have one son, John Carl,
11 be four years of age
il 9.
ind Mrs. Orvis Hendrick
ray Route Five and Mr.
s. John Brandon of Murthe grandparent&
t grandparents are Mr
s. E. B. Brandon of Mur
ute Four and W. S. Per
turray Route One.

Hosartall

as, Calif. (UPI) - The•

of Law at Ai,University of
ties Davis campus has
Iected to membership in
()elation Of American Law
), the top accrediting
for law schools.
) Edward L Barrett Jr.
e school was honored to
edited by the association
!fore it had graduated its
as of students.
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By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent

PRI-FLOOD REFUGEES We want to get out while the going's good," says Mrs.
Floyd
Anger as she watches furnishings being removed from her home
in Lilydale, Minn., where
she is wife of the mayor, who watches solemnly beside her.
Lilydale, a low-lying community of about 250 on east bank of the Mississippi near St.
Paul, expects the worst.
the apparent determination of
ks, doesn't think so. He points
the Federal Communications Coout that in Britain, Italy and
mmission FCC and Federal Tra- the
Scandinavian countries, whede Commission FTC to televisre broadcast advertising has beion and radio.
en halted, this has not affected
The FCC and FTC have the
the
power to do this unless Con- Itsales.
should be pointed out that
gress enacts an extension of
broadcast advertising th. general
a law expiring June 30 forbid&
never has played the significant
bg any further restrictions on role
in merchandising in Europe
•
broadcast cigarette advertising. as
it does in the United States.
By LEROY POPE
While there appears to be sent- A
recent Harris poll indicated
UPI Business Writer
iment in the Hope in favor of 50
per cent of the public favorsextending the moratorium, the
NEW YORK UPI - Cigarette 10611060 110118trYis tIP against ruling broadcast cigarette acivertising and only a little over
manufacturers are diversify* gitYal* amoultioa in the Senate.
40 per cent favors continuing It.
rapidly on the frank a -'-- Sen. Frail E. Yeas, 0-Utah,
that their business futures lam*. has threatened a filibuster to
acco have become somewhat dub- prevent any extension. Moss says
bus.
there is a growing awareness 'Coppeerield' Special
No one expects millions of in Congress of the danger to
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) limerthans suddenly to kick the national health from smoking. "David
Copperrield," a two-hour
smoking habit, but a decline in
Whether the loss of broadcast television
special by 20th
cigarette smoking started late advertising - which absorbs ar- Century-Fox,
will be directed by
la 1967 and is continuing and ound 73 per cent of the $250 Delbert
Mann.
even accelerating a little. So million plus the tobacco compafar the drop in consumption is nies spend yearly on advertising
only 1.75 per cent, but appears would cause the decline in smokTipsters' Fund
that cominiptioa is not going to ing to accelerate rapidly is quits
bounce tack as it did in 1965 question.
after thesurgeon general's initial
No Affect in Europe
awe on smoking and health.
LONDON (UPI)-A large seIP Philip Morris, Inc., started
curity firm is setting up a
specthe diversification trend in 1957 Frank Maxwell of Oppenheiner ial fund to pay tipsters who
tell
and it now is picking up steam & Co., one of the few analysts them of plans to hold
up arfor a variety of reasons, One is who specializes in tobacco stoc- mored cars.

Cigarettt
Makers Are
Diversif •
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deposits for covered services
before they are admitted.
Medicare pays all covered costs for the first 20 days of a
posthospital stay in an extended
care facility, and the beneficiary
is responsible for $5,50 a day
coinsurance payment for the 21st
through the 100th day.Some nursing homes have said that a deposit, often amounting to $300
or $400, is to cover the $5.50
a day should the patient stay
more than 20 days.

Question: The doctor has recommended that my father enter
a skilled
ki
nursing home after he
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Ask the is discharged from the hospital.
star of a television series if he I have heard that extended care
is making time and making money facilities are requiring Medicare The Social Security Adminisinstead of honing his craft in less patients to pay a $300 deposit tration believes this practice is
financially rewarding endeavors before they are admitted. Should unjustified since the nursing hothey do this?
such as little theater.
mes have every reasonable assuI asked Peter Graves of "Mis- Answer: No, Medicare bene- rance they will be reimbursed
sion impossible" the other clay ficiaries who enter participating for the costs in furnishing covand his candor was refreshing. extended care facilities within ered services to Medicare patMost series stars bleat that 14 days following hospitalization ients for the MI 100 benefit
their shows are "challenging." should not be required to pay days. In situations where the
nursing home is unable to collCertain Amount of Truth
fourth series. He previously sta- ect the coinsurance amount, the
rred in "Fury," "Whiplash" and Social Security Administration
Graves grinned broadly and "Court Martial," none of which reimbursement formula includes
said: "There's a certain amount MeasUred Up to his current show. a provision for such losses. In
of truth in what one of our dirNaturally, Graves would rat- accordance with their agreement
ectors said on the set this sea- her he starring in explosively to participate in Medicare,facilison. He told me, 'When I first Important motion pictures, as ties must not refuse admission
started in this business I thought would co-stars Barbara Bain and to a beneficiary because of his
It was an art. It took me sever- Martin Landau.
inability to make advance payal years to discover I was in
"But great movie scripts don't ment of the coinsurance. Also,
commerce.'
come along every day," Graves a participating facility may not
evict or threaten to evict a ben."The fact is that being in a said.
series is more than making mon- "If you are dedicated to fine ftciary because he is unable to
ey and marking time. The whole things and want to sit On the fence pay the coinsurance amount as it
idea is to make something popu- waiting for them, you could wait becomes due.
lar - which doesn't necessarily the rest of your life. The alterUnder the agreement,extended
mean it's good. But often the two native is to keep working and
care facilities may properly rego together. I think popularity seeking.
and quality are combined on our
"All actors like to work. If you quire payment for services not
show."
can't play 'Hamlet,' then you do covered by Medicare, such as
Graves, brother of Jim Arness the 'Beverly Hillbillies' if that's comfort items requested by the
patient. Also, when the beneficiawho stars in "Gunsmokd" Is all you're offered.
tall and relaxed. His silver and
"From time to time I've done ry has used up his 100 days of
blond hair is neatly combed and things I'm not proud of. But there care under Medicare, the facility
his voice is low and easy.
are practical considerations like may then ask for a deposit toward
Paying the rent and feeding your additional care; but the facility
Fourth Series
family. And afterwards you put it 'dtinnot ratlire that this deposit
be made while the patient is still
behind you."
receiving Medicare benefits.
"Mission Impossible" is his

NEW YORK TERROR PLOT Detectives lead Robert S. Collier
(left foreground) and other suspects from booking in New
York in the alleged Black Panther plot to dynamite five department stores at height of Easter shopping. Collier served
21 months of a five-year sentence as mastermind of a plot
to blow up the Statue of Liberty.

Dale & Stubblefield
WILL OPEN THIS SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription and
Sunday Needs
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church Hour

"MOVE" TO HIGHER EARNINGS NOW
DO IT APRIL 10!
RECEIVE 3 MONTHS' DPIIDEND JUNE 30!

Speedy Steve McQueen Advises Slow-Down
Sy ARMY •AlltailltD
di
'" Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD - "Nowadays
we move much too fast and
should try to return to the leas
frantic life this country enjoyed
at the beginning of the century.
We need to escape from our
cities of cement. I believe all of
us have the instinct to return
to the soil. We've got to slow
Sown."
Can you believe, Steve McQueen is 'swim this? true. He
was phllodopllizing to as in the
super-mod!rn bus-trailer dressing room parked alongside the
stage of his current film, "The
Reivers."
It's a "new" Steve McQueen.
The rUgged actor displays a
light comedy touch in the role
fun-loving hired hand,
n Hoggenbeck," in the film
version of William Faulkner's
last novel, a Pulitzer prize-winning comedy.
Seven previous Hollywood
In this scene from his n•w movie, a singing Steve
films based on Faulkner stories
McQueen and Mitch Vogel, age 13, enjoy a richt in the
were all dramas. Two of them.
1905 Winton Flyer Steve "borrowed" from his boss.
coincidentally, "The Long Hot
Summer," and "The Sound and Winton Flyer at a breath-tak- film ,As for his "other hat" in
the Fury," were written by ing 20 miles per hour on Mis- show business, he commented
Irving Ravetch, produeer, writ- sissippi dirt roads.
seriously, "We're in a film revoon "The Reivers," and his
McQueen treated the Flyer lution. Independent companies.
7vife, Harriet Frank Jr.
with as much loving care as his• not bound byt fixed rules, can
• • •
own sports cars and stable or experiment. I like the feeling of
RAVETCH says he never motorcycles.
controlling my own fate."
•
•
Driving speedy cars and
thought of any other actor for
HOWEVER, McQueen has no
,the role, though "Boon" is a de- motorcycles is a form of thercided break away from previous apy for Steven who reluctantly intention of retiring from acting
McQueen characterizations. "If retired from racing competition and devoting himself exclusively.
Steve had lived 60 years ago, he after winning honors as one or To 'producing or directing. "Act-.
would have been the 'Boon' of the five motorcyclists represent- ing is too much a part of my
this comedic., masterpiece writ- ing the U.S. in an international ;ire," he readily admitted, "and
en by Ammicals greatest ati- meet in East Germany in 1963. also much too lucrative to give
(He was seriously injured, but
Mior," the producer said.
As an actor-producer. Steve
McQueen. brought up on a continued to race). He rides his
farm in Slater, Mo., may be un- motorcycles these days in the admits he always looks first for
• fine script, then considers
consciously drawing on some of desert at Palm Springs.
• • •
whether the role 'is right for
his own experiences. The story
DESPITE his current "slow- him.
begins in a small Mississippi
Steve chose "The Reivers" betown around 1905 and takes down." McQueen plans to return
McQueen, Rupert Crosse and to the world of speed agi\in as Catifee he says it is a "happy"
13-year -old Mitch Vogel on a he prepares two films for his picture. Too many films today
series of escapades when they motion picture company, Solar are about neuroses. Some pro"borrow" the new car of Mc- Productions. One is "LeMans," ducers seem to feel, if zou don't
based on the famous interna- do a picture about trouble,
2tieen's boss.
'Their adventures include a tional race in France, and the you're in trouble
visit to a Memphis bordello, other, "Yucatan," in Mexico, "This picture Is a slice of
trading the car for a sardine- will include a motorcycle race American life in an era when
loving race horse and winning in the desert, rivaling his people weren't worried about
it back in one of the funniest -Great Escape" escapade on the atom bomb and enjoyed
wheels.
simple, less hectic lives,
races ever staged.
Maybe that's why he's **prac- "And, you know something
In his most recent film, "ButWC can learn much from the
Mt." Steve careened 2' car ticing" at Palm Springs?
McQueen likes the role of pro- old timers."
•
through San Francisco streets
at 114 miles per hour In "The ducer, though he reflises to take' McQue.en is obviously n v.ery
t'learner.
Reivers," he drives the 1905 any official screen credit on any
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CERTIFICATES

CERTIFI
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($1D,000
Minimum)
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($3,000 Minimum)

REGULAR SAVINGS
(No minimum Required]
(Withdraw
Anytime! Not
required to remain on deposit for SPECIFIED PERIOD. Your money always
available!)

F REE I I 5-PIECE PLACE SETTING
STAINLESS TABLEWARE
S
.
Or

Your Cho ice Of FINE STAINLESS CUTLERY
with $150.00 DEPOSITS
25.00 Deposits Receive Cos, n Toward 'ifts Above
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AL LEN ROSE
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SAVINGS AND LOAN OFFICE
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New Between-Lakes Campground
Located Near Paris Landing

Please Fame Smo key'S ABC's!

ALWAYS hold

:1110
. I
.

Re-discoveC'

Matches till cold.

BE Sure to

drown all fires.
A new family campground wW
southwest
open
July
1
the
ern
in
CAREFUL to
LAND BETWEEN
corner of Lind Between the
crush all
THE LAKES
Lakes, near Scott Fitzhugh
smokes
Tennemee
Bridge,
Valley
Authority has announced.
TVA said its new Piney
campground will be on the
Kentucky Lake shoreline in
Stewart County, near the former
site of Fort Henry, a Civil War
MINK
embattlement.
Additon of the third major
family campground will enable
LBL to handle still more
1769 —DANIEL BOONE BICENTENNIAL-1969
visitors this year. TVA said its
big outdoor recreation area was
host to more than a million
vision in 11101
MSU Biological
Piney will have 100 tent
and trailer sites with electricity
TRAVEL DIVISION, Dept PDB119
Station Will Study
and an additional 3011 units are
Frankfort. Kentucky 40001
Effect
s Of Waste
planned for future development.
Pleitsr, semi Kentucky travel information.
Two coleamplituvadtvelbr
Name
more Gni 1111sompolla. Ellma
Murray State University's Bin.
Ferry Cowes! Ira epee
Address
logical Station has been asked by
April 1 sod Ituddoi Cm* as
City
the Kentucky Department of Fish
State
Zip
May L Al three campignelide
and Wildlife Resources to study
have modern central service
ways of testing the possible effbuildings, boat launching ramps,
ects of wastes from "a concenplaygrounds, cooking
grills,
trated industrial complex on a
picnic taboos, and "Rimming
large river."
beaches. Camping is on a
A federal grant of $6,750.00
first-come-first-served
basis.
has been received by the state,
MHO
Campsites within the developed
according to Minor Clark, KenMal IMMO
campgrounds are El per iiight,
tucky commissioner of Fish and
with Z cents additional for
Wildlife Resources, but state funelectrical outlets, and Z cents
ds will bring the total to 59,000.additional for trailers with
00.
Nem Piney Family Campground
holding tanks. There is a
Dr. Hunter Hancock, director
two-week maximum occupancy
of the MSU biological Station,
in the campgrounds.
said the seven-phase study will
. be completed by June 30. It wi'
Lying astride the border of
be made on the 21.4 mile sectio.:
western
Kentucky-Tennessee,
• of the Tennessee River between
this heavily wooded MIS 0001
Its juncture with_the Qtdo River
was famous. fol._ 41140111kine
whiskey and a periaeat boa
The U. S. Bureau of CommerIndustry. Now it is &mews for
cial Fisheries specified that the
Turkey hunters will converge on Land Between the Lakes this campers, hunters, ftehermen,
study deal with:
week for the first of three weekend hunts for wild turkey gobblers. boaters, picnickers, and those
COON HUNTERS — Stag Wilson, 11111y Ferree and
1. Distribution of fishes in reThe hunts are scheduled for April 4 and 5, 11 and 12, and 18 and 19. who enjoy. hiking and driving in
Dewy Preeine are shown with Old Chortle BM Ni. four
awns
lation to discharged wastes.
The area open to turkey hunting is the Government - owned_ land an unspoiled area full of wild life
they banged during the regular hunting season In Tennessee
.
2. Effects of wastes on fishes.
north of U. S. Highway 68 to Barkley Canal except as restricted that ranges from held eagles to
Going on the hunt also were Bob Waftwr, Plgel• Wind, Teat
3. Water qualities.
by signs, as is the anserratiOn Education Center. Weapons allowed wild turkeys and deer.
Jehrony Fitts and Tom Scruggs. Other dais used were
4. Benthos (plant and animal
are shotguns (including muzzleloaders)and longbows.Shotguns must
Land Between the Lakes is
Cuff, Tommy, Della and Old Owen. The greens hunted frees
life)
distribution on the river
not be larger than 12 gage nor smaller than •ZO game, and only No. being
developed
Pahneentille Feel, to the Islands Fields in Tennessee. The
by
the
bottom.
2 shot or smaller is permissible. Hunting hours are daylight to 10 Tennessee Valley Authority as a
Floe does treed 45 coons under the leadership of Old Chortle.
5. Analysis of benthic organisa.m.(CST). Bag limit is cue gobbler with visible beard per hooter. national
This dog Is awned by Stag Wilson and he says "arrieseelv
demonstration
in
's
ms.
Hunters must check in and out daily. The checking stations will outdoor
New is well spent when a hunting trip Is made with this
recreation
and
old
6. Chemical composition of
be open at 4 a.m.(M") and will be located near the intersectinn conservation, with major emcoon hound.
bottom muds.
of The Trace (Kentucky Highway 453) and U. S. Highway 68 and Miens on camping, day-use re7. Analysis ttf fish tissue.
on The Trace near the former site of Twin Lakes. Land Between creation, and conservation edAssisting Dr. Hancock will be
the Lakes hunting permits may be obtained by presenting your ucation. There are no commerDr. Evelyn Cole of the biology
Kentucky hunting license at the checking stations or at the infor- cial facilities. within
Land
department and Dr. Marshall Gomation office in Golden Pond,
Between the Lakes; however,
rdon and Dr. B. E. McClellan,
there are ample overnight
both of the chemistry departaccommodations.
restaurant
s,
The camping season gets under way in Land Between the Lakes
ment.
and boat docks nearby on the
FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - With
this week with the opening of Hillman Ferry Campground on April
Lake Barkley-Scattered croppTwo biology majors will also
opposite shores of Kentucky
a
slight
moderation in the weath- ie and black bass catches
I. Hillman Ferry is located on the Pisgah Bay inlet of Kentucky
assist
in the survey. They are
on
Lake Barkley.
er, white bass have started to minnows around stickups.
Lake four miles south of Barkley Canal. Rushing Creek CampWilliam McLemore, Murray, a
Below
These lakes, connected by an
move
in
the
headwater
s
of
the
some
ground, just across the Kentucky. Temessee line, will open May 1.
dam,
goad catches of white
graduate student, and Paul Maopen canal near the two dams,
lakes, the state Department of bass, fair black bass and
tthai, Murray, a senior.
croppie
provide almost 3,300 miles of
Fish and Wildlife Resources re- catches.
shoreline and some of the best
ported
Monday.
Kentucky Lake-Black bass fair
Fishing activity ilealiala_ Stow in Kentucky Lake
and Lake fishing in America. Kentucky
Herrington Lake-Good catches on deep runners off rocky
Barkley the past week dee to cool and windy weather. Much
fishermen, and hunters are the
shores,
of the Lake has a national reputation
of black bass with some limits fair croppie around the
activity the past few days has been below the two dams where
twenty lake access areas located
stump
white for big, slab-sided crappie and
reported
on
dollffies
and
lizards
lines
and
in
bass and crappie are hitting elute and yellow jigs and
channels. Below
along the shorelines of Lake
minnows. the bass fishing in Lake Barkley
off
deep
banks.
Croppie
the
good
dam,
croppie good off ripCrappie fisherman who brave the weather are picking
Barkley and Kentucky Lake.
up good has been exceptional the past
around stickups at 6 to 14 feet. rap on do-jigs, fair
catches in Kentucky Lake on minnows at 10 to 15 feet along the
catches of
These areas have boat launching
main two years.
Dale
Hollow-Fa
ir
catches of white bass.
channels of the creeks, rivers, and bays. At Lake Barkley
ramps, picnic tables, cooking
There ue two major family
crappie
white bass in heads of creeks
are being taken on small minnows at 3 to 5 feet in the
grills, and chemical toilets.
Rough River-White bass in hestick-ups, campgrounds In Land Between
on do-jigs. Croppie around sticksubmerged fence rows, and treetops. Scattered catches of
Although designed primarily for
large- the
Lakes, and
ups to 6 to 10 feet on minnows. adwaters on do-jigs and spinners,
a
third
mouth bass have been reported from both lakes by
day-use activities, they provide
jigging large -Piney-will open July 1. Piney
Lake Cumberland-Upper, whi- croppie around stickups. Fair
minnows or purple plastic worms and by casting
lead-headed is located on the Kentucky Lake
ideal
te bass in the headwaters and catches of black bass near stumcampsites
for
the
single and dual spinners with pork frog or ship. The
water tem- shoreline in Stewart County,
near Burnside Island, sauger in ps and stickups.
outdoonman who is looking for
perature is 48 to 50 degrees, and dingy to clear in
both lakes. Tennegue, near the former site
headwaters on deep runners, scsomething a little more primitive
The big Kentucky Lake crappie run is just around the
Buckhorn Lake-Good catches
corner, and of Fort Henry, a famous Civil
than
attered catches of trout in heads
the
developed
a few days of warm weather shouldproduce some of the
best fishing War embattlement. The new
campgrounds. Five of the lake
of creeks. Lower, fair to good of croppie are reported near
of the year. Kentucky Lake is scheduled to start rising
Tuesday, campground will have ICO tent
access areas have drinking water.
catches of white bass in heads stickups on minnows, fair takes
April 1, and will rise gradually,reaching normal summer
pool someThere
of
creeks on do-jigs, scattered of black bass.
are
no
fees
for
using
Among
these
the
most
popular
time around May 1.
catches of croppie and black
facilities.
facilities here with boaters.
Dewey Lake-Fair catches of
enne 04=0,4m.0emm 0tom •immo.0-ioneotme•U enm00ems.°tmee00
bass.
croppie at 4 to 5 feet.
imie wawatom o•mne 04E0.0ante.toms.,; MIRO 4111110 f,
i IMM•fit =0 AM.041111004111M04II/00
011..0iMEMO 041=1. 4.10.o
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Turkey Hunters Converge
On The LBL This Weekend
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Fishing In State Lakes
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We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucry
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Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies
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Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market
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Murray Sport and Marine
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• Our New Gun Department
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Is Now Open!
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GULF SERVICE
6th and Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky
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CARD OP THANKS
The pressure at the deepfst
We, the family of Mrs. JohnGORDON'S FISH & Fruit Mart- nie Ahart, wish to express our part of the ocean is nearly seven
et, Highway 94, 2 miles west of deep appreciation and thanks Ions per squire inch, almost a
regners Ferry Raids& Fresh for the many kindnesses extend- thousand times the atmosphesic
Kentucky lake catfish every ed In us during the extended pressure on the surface.
day. Vine ripe tomatoes, Sold illness and death of our wife,
pima. 150 lb. by the basket mother, and grandmother.
Mexico City, built on mud
illtsadard gas 29 9/10 per. gal
RIAL !STAT. POR SALO
Special thanks are extended has been slowly sinking for 600
AUTOMOBILES Pot SALO
INIAL IMITATE FOR SALO
FOR SAL3
Wboksale and Retail. Open I to the staff of the J. H. Churyears.
days a week.
April-26-C chill Funeral Home, Dr. H. C.
BEAU'llFUL HOME on wooded THREE-BEDROOM brick. Bath 1968 DODGE Coronet 440, 2- HARLEYDAVIDSON Chopper. PART
* * *
BEALit.e.:
Puppies.
Phone
Chiles,
L- lot at Johnsou Blvd. 3 bedrooms, and half, central heat and air. door hardtop. Blue with white Very good condition, new motor 753-1477.
Mrs.
Vernon
Shown,
STONE
SALES
has
received
s
A-7-C
Benjamin Franklin is generall
Large living room with fireplace, Carpeted throughout Built-in vinyl top, automatic, power sad reconditioned tranandondon,
shipment of Indiana liaisetem. Gus Robertson, Jr., Mrs. Richard credited with imenting the rocl
Farrell, the pallbearers, Dr.
I kitchen and den combination, Tappan range and dishwadser. Searing. Call 753-7402. A-7C swinger front end. Banta" bar 14 PT CAMPER trailer. Ideal A building stone
for
residentmounts. Call 7534199 after for camping anywhere. Com- ial and
Charles Scarborough, the nurses ing chair.
utility room 1% baths, nice In city school district. See this
commercial buildings
Electra 4-door se- 5:09
it the local hospital, Harold
TFNC plete with ice box, sink, closet Call 753-3754
p. a.
patio, double carport. Posses- house before it is placed in 1906 BUK:K
after 5:00 p. IL
factory air and double
Beaman and nurses at Weetview
; non with deed. All this for Real Estate hands. Phone 703. dgn,
power and windows. 1988 Olds- NEW HEAVY DUTY disc blad- and bedding, $350.00. Phone Eurie Pogue, East Highway IN, Nursing
$24,000.00.
Home, the neighbors
753-1787.
4E6 after 5:00 p. tn.
Murray,
A-7-C
Kg,
A-7Z mobile Delta 84 2 door hardtop. es. Coulter blades and plow
A-6-C
and friends for food and floral
t AT 1503 STORY Avenue we
Station.
Gulf
Taylor
Cain
points.
and
our
Get
price
1955
before
You
FARMALL
Cub Tractor,
would llke for you to take a
in-Laws coming. She offerings, and for everyone for
A LOVELY home site, oonsiot- Darner of 0th and Main. A-7-C buy. Vinson Tractor Company, with all equipment
including a didn't fluster-cleaned the car- the kind words of sympathy and
leek at this fine new biome. $
ing of 12 to 14 acres loverlook7S3
-4M2.
belly
mower. Call 753-8267.
pets with Blue Lustre. Rent kindness.
9bedroonis, kitchen and din ing
a beautiful 62 acre lake. 1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker,
NO TIME TO COOK?
• combination, 1% baths, lots of
May God's richest bleseioill
A-7-C electric shampooer $1. Western
hardtop with factory air
door
i
EASTER
PUPS
Located
approximat
ely 4 miles
• Monsen room, earPet, on nee
aoin the Trend to the
A-6-C rest upon each of you.
from Murray on a good all wea- and all power. 1967 Buick Ekc- A. IL C. REGISTERED Dash- RCA RECORD PLAYER. Phone Auto Store.
lot in good neighborhood. Pric1TC
ther road. Only .7 of a mile off Us 4 door sedan with factory shund. Perry McClarney, 312 753-5232
A-7-C WELL kept carpets show the
ed at only $36,000.00.
A-4-C
of the black top. Extremely good air and all power. Cain and So. 15th., 753-7116.
results of regular Blue Lustre
' THIS PRETTY house on She
FOUR
HEN
Station.
Taylor
Turkeys
Gulf
Corner
of
and
two spot cleaning. Rent electric
MONDAY NIGHT'S BIG
ood, school bus and
• Wa Circle has 3 bedrooms, welk- neighborh
The Bahama Islands are made
A-7-C GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and gobblers. Will sell cheap. Call shampooer
mall route. dell L D. Wilson, Rh and Main.
$1
Big
K.
A4
Red
-C
Worms.
Be sure and try 753-363C
in closets, built-ins, book dud- phone
p of 3,000 ialands, _gays an
A-114
753-6903.
A44 1965 OLDSMOBILE 88, 4 door these Grey Nightcrawlers! For
. yes in hallway, has central air
ks.
HOOKS WHEEL Alignment, 202
hardtop
factory
with
air and this vicinity the Grey Night.
* * *
and baseboard best, garage, THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
Served from 5:00 to 10:00
North
4th
Street
HIV
will
be
WANTED
closed
wiers are very new. They art_
nice lot. This house is a real full air conditioning, all &s- double power. 1965 Comet
so, 4 Pride Chicken
'
each
Saturday
The
Black
starting
Sea
is
black
April
because
•good buy at $22,000.00.
hit, large living-dining room Caliente, 4 door sedan with resistant to heat and to cold. WANTED: Shortarder nigh 5th. Sonny Hooks, Bill
10, Whipped Potatoes
concentrat
high
f
a
Grogan
ion
hydroof
V8. Automatic, power steering. For your bait needs, Call 753. cook, and day waitress. Appi and
JUST PAST Donn Road on combination, large kitchen
so' Creamy Cole Slaw
Dale
and Cain and Taylor Gulf Seabee. MO, or see Lee
Smith on the in person, Trenbolm's Drive-is friends andSpencer invite their en sulhpide, says the National
'Wlsw.11 Road is this 2-bedroom, utility storage area, airport,
10' Country Gravy
customers to come eographic.* * *
on Corner of 6th and Main. A-7-C New Concord Highway.
Watch 12th & Chestnut.
kitchen and den combination, extra large lot. Near Itobortmon
liot Bolls and Butter
TY In during the week, between
for the NMI&
TENC
large lot, has central heat and School. By owner. Call 752-1363
ALL 10'028
7.00
a.
m.
and
5:00
p
m
1965
AS-P
IsSabre
BUICK
boor
4
WANTED, Waitress and cook
Oregon's 26 million acres of
: air, 1% baths, carpet. Price days or 753-8973 nights. A-10
Z sedan, factory air and double TREAT RUGS right, they'll be MAC & Ann's Truck Stop Cafe
$1.00
ommercial
timber
coulcI
rebuild
$19,250.00.
CONTACT
Kent Wright at 902
power. 1965 Mustang, automate- • delight U cleaned with Blue Phone 753-8540.
A-15-( Poplar for your income tas very house in the United States.
-_ IN BAGWELL MANOR this 3•
ic transmission. Cain and Tay- Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
- bedroom brick veneer. Ilas cenFOR
IMMEDIATE OPENING for ex needs Call 753-6251 fur appoint
$1.
Corner
Big
Station.
Gulf
lor
E.
(Rh
of
tral heat and air, nice living
A-15-C
perienced waitresses at the Hol- ment
A-7-C
room, carpet, built-ins, just one 4-BEDROOM one panelled) two- and Main.
MOTORCYCLE. 1967 Suzuki iday Inn. Step up to all the a
LYNDA
story
brick
POCOCK
home
rent
for
Cheney
New
has
II Year old. A beautiful house inCHEVROLET 4 door so- 250 cc. A-1 shape, $417.00 vantages of working in Mur
gas furnace, carport, large utili- 1984
• joined
side and out. Just $19,500.00.
ndem, automatic, power steering Phone 753-7295.
ray's most outstanding restaur • ators the capable staff of overA-5-P
ty.
Excellent
at
location,
The Hairdresser Beauty
1000 and brakes. 1964 Pontiac Grand
- DRIVE OUT to Canterbury
ant. Apply in person for inter
Salon, 202 South 0th Street.
"slates and take a look at this Sharp Street. Available April Prix with factory air. Cain and RAND McNALLY "Guidebook view with Mr. James
Stacey
5.
Hey Is at 2054 N. 10th Si.
She invites all her friends to
Ens home we have there. 3
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of to Campgrounds", complete Restaurant Manager.
A ! call for an appointment at 753with $100.00 value in discount
t• bedrooms, large living room, Murray. Write Bob Gasa, 1618 6th and Main.
A-7-C
coupons to top-rated camp- WANTED: Experienced short- =0.
A-11-C
- tiestral beet and air, double ga- S. W. 10th Street, Ft Laudert rem This is a large, well plan- dale, Fla. Phone 524-5341. TFC 1962 CHEVROLET station wa- grounds. Only a few to sell at order- cook. Above average pay.
": mod home.
NEW 2-BEDROOM apartment, gon. Automatic, power steering $3.95. Ledger and Times Office Steady work. Unemployment In• DI MEADOW GREEN Acres ceramic tile bath, air condition- and brakes. 1963 Ford Galatia SAPPIY Store.
A-7-NC surance.-.Kentualty-Lake- bode:
SERVICES OPPIIMBO
300. Cain and Taylor Gulf StaRestaurant, Aurora, Ky. Phone
one mile south on 121 we ing. Phone 753-7457.
A•74 tion. Corner of 6th and Main. USED STOVE and refrigerator. 474-2259.
A.have 2 three-bedroom brick yeA-5-C WILL DO oil changes, oil flitA-7-C Good condition. Phone 753-77E.
era, lubrications and car washusers. Both real nice homes. HOUSE TRAILER, 10 x 50',
OTHER SELECTED HOMES NOW REDUCED
A-10-C
t Paved streets and driveways. electric heat, air conditioned. 1963 PON'TIAC Catalina
es. L D. Workman Oil Co., 408
door
4
Has city water, and they are $65.00 per month. Phone 753- sedan.
South
4th.
ONE
BUSH-HOG
A-114
and a set of
1962 Chevrolet Impala
LOST AND POUND
7856 or 7534231.
t priced right.
A-7-C 3 door hardtop. V-8, automatic, three 12 inch breaking plows.
t WE WOULD like to show you
Phone
489-2971 after 5:00 p. m. LOST: Black male cat in vicinity
black. Cain and Taylor Gulf
• this big house on Doran Road. TOOL RENTALS: Mowers, roA-7-C of Doran Road and Keenelanct FOR GOOD and quick TV and
Station. Corner of 0th and Main.
Has 5 bedrooms, built-ins. all tor tillers, skill saws, sanders,
12th at Chestnut
Phone 753-3572
A-7-C FULL-SIZE Tappan gas range. Subdivision. Phone 753-4978. radio service, call Bilbrey's 753• carpet, big fireplace in den, en- drills, floor buffers, auto buf5617.
TYC
A-8-C
fers,
paint
sprayers.
Rent
Good
price.
by
Also
sturdy
kitchen
• trance hall, open stairway, dou1962 PONTIAC Catalina 2 door
A-7-C
ble garage. You couldn't re- hour or by clay. Call Bilbrey's hardtop with air and automatic table. Phone 753-8121.
753-6617.
TFC
place this house for what it is
transmission. 1960 Chevrolet
V priced for. MAS bath upstairs 3-ROOM furnished apartment la-ton pick-up truck. Cain and
• and down.
In Horst Prefer elderly lady. Taylor_,Gulf Station. Corner of
3-BEDROOM frame at corner of Phone 492-8347 after 4:30 p. m. 0th and Main.
A-7-C
PEA N iirs
14th and Poplar. Just redecoratA-5-C 1962 CHEVROLET Impala 2
ed and is now ready to sell.
•Fine location rod priced at on- LARGE SLX4tOOM apartment door hardtop, V-8 automatic,
with private entrance and park- white. 1964 Comet Caliente, 2
ly $12,000.00.
-NICE 4-BEDROOM frame on ing area, two blocks from door hardtop, bucket seats. Cain
)15th Street. Large kitchen and Court Square. Phone 753-4703 and Taylor Gulf Station. CornA-7Z
- dining area, large living room, or 435-4802.
A-7-C er of 6th and Main.
- carpet down stairs. This house FOR
OLDSMOB
1964
ILE Vista CruisIs priced to sell at only $M- squareRENT OR LEASE. 1500 er station wagon
with air confoot Commercial Build.
500.00.
ing, at 401 No. 4th St., Phone ditioning, power steering and
THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer 753-3018.
A-7-C sun roof. 1963 Dodge 4 door seIn Cirearama. This house is well
dan. Cain and Taylor Gulf Stakept, inside is real pretty. Has SPACE 40 x 40 PT. in local tion.
1
Corner of Nit and khan.
1% baths, large lot. A very nice amines building. Will rant all
A-7-C
place at $19,000.00.
or pert separately. Phone 7533-BEDROOM STONE in Circa- 4703 or 435-4892.
A-7-C
rams. Beautiful place. Has double garage and driveway. Beth 2.22 ACRES dark fired tobacco
has both shower and tub, real base, 3/10 of burieiy tobacco
• attractive interior, well land- base. Two good barns and reel
DO YOU STILL
WHAT
Ti sniped lawn, and the price is good ground. Phone Alvin FarMESSAGES
SEND
ris
753-40368.
A-7C
MADE
right
HELP
,fisly SMOKE
IN GATESBORO Subdiviaion we
YOU
have almost completed 2-bed- 2-BEDROOM furnished house.
SIGNA
FIGHT
LS
?
QUIT
room B. V. Has large den with Couple preferred. Excellent loAIR
fireplace, 2 batik, large living cation. Phone 753-8864 or 753E49.
A-8-C
and dining area. For the next
POLLUTION
few days you could pick your HOUSE TRAILER on private
II,'I
own colon and carpet. Give us a lot, on Sycamore Street.
1
Phone
,1 i
call to go pee this place. It is 753-5332.
I
VILLAGE
TFC
priced right
eh ONE OF THE most beautiful
Ill till
WANTED TO RENT
farm homes in this county. You
Farm
Located
3
Miles
lust have to go see this place
West ef Lynnville, Ky.,
to believe how well kept it ANTED: One or two-bedroom
home out of city
as Highway 94
really is. Has 3 bedroom house,
is on paved road. Must have
large living room with Lim
ato.
%V
V
A
Mumeny
water
and
75341214
bath. Rest
place, separate den, 2 baths,
AM,f
INN
Slo.Mkeft,
s•
IPL
,
4.a.
minable.
Phone 753.1916 and
•
and all outbuildings are j
V
.
for
Mary.
TPWC
like new, 52 acres of well fenced lend this is all mown down.
40 ACRE FARM, good fence,
.pretty good modern house, barn
YOU'VE COME THIS
end outbuildings, nal good
FAR-THE LAST FEW
I CAN'T GO THROUGH
land. Just 3 miles from Murray
STEPS WON'T BE ANY
WITH IT, SUEZ THEY'LL ABUSE
on Pottertown Road.
MORE PA/NFUL
ME, LAUGH AT ME! T.
right
COME ON
COULDN'T STAND IT.'
WE HAVE some of Murray.
ROLLO"
beet commercial lots, up to 850
feet of street frontage.
SEE US for your building lot
In most any part of Murray or
Galloway County. We have over
sat
100 to choose from.
:4 LAKE Cottages, all nice.
Priced from $3,500.00 to $14,000.00.
47 YOU HAVE propetty of any
"kind to sell give us a cell and
we will come out and OM you
-our best appraisal and do our
- hoot to sell it for you.
ALL YOUR Real Estate
from WESTERN PLASTICS CORPORATION
.-.geeds, come by or cell GUY
PIASTIPOOL WIE5IL4111L4
"SPANN, REAL ESTATE AOINCE at 518 West Mali, Nasal Hotel Building.
There is a MG Difference in Plastic Pipe - with
AND
BUT HOW
-7ftsse 753-7724, Home Phone:
MIARC011e, you can see it.
lift Spann, 753-2587;
THAT
WHO THEY
Wow, 753-2400; Onyx Ray
MAKES
Why not use the Safest, Most Sanitary Pipe
GONG
...15311019; Gary Young, 753-8109
'EM
available?
H-A
LOVE
(Me fcc-Farm arid Home Water Systems ...
14AMERICA!!
Municipal Water Service U110111 ...
66 ACRE FARM, good buildings,
Food Processing Plants . . .
irrunning water in house, 34 acres
eorn base. Five miles northwest
Well Piping ... Many other applicadase
of Murray. Also 6 acres with
• • • •
5 room house just off Highway
MI, 4 miles north of Murray.
Also a restaurant building and
equipment in Paris, Tenn., brisk,
20' x 40' in good location. Resson for selling, leaving the
MN East Main Street
Telephone 753-3361
state. See Eugene Karnes, AlMurray, Kentucky
mo, Ky., Route 1.
A-6-P
NMI=
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HOLIDAY INN

CHICKEN FEAST

saw

Spring Clearance

12' Wide - 2 Bedroom;
Front and Rear ,._ _ _ _ '3645.00
12' Wide -2 Bedloom, Front and
Rear. Total electric. _ '3891.00
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Miniature Electronic Billboard Seen Locomotive
Aid to Business, Communications, Etc. Still Puffs

qz•

W RATIO

Olt>

TO
AVD.
APAR

In Europe

By Central Press
TOLEDO. Ohio - Miniature
electronic billboards connected
to computers and automatic
typewriters may SOOD spell out
the reasons Why Johnny Can
Read.
The same little billboards also
may help Dad speed up his airline reservations. keep Mom's
change straight at the supermarket, and keep the family

By RICHARD hi, SUDHALTER

BELGRADE UPI. For romantic - minded Westerners, the sight of a black steam locomotive
puffing across a Yugoslav landscape can be an unforgettable
adventure in nostalgia.
stockbroker in closer touch with
For economy - minded Yugothe stock exchange.
slay railway officials, it is just
• • •
a headache.
THOUSANDS of any lights in
"If the consequences of the
this electronic genie are part of
balance sheets were to be rigorDEAR ABBY: 1 was uabysitting last Saturday night when
a new electronic glass display
ously drawn," the economic pit- a girl
I knew from school ciune to the door. I opened it to let
panel on which the judicious seEkonomska
ml
Politika
ammolection of electric currents can
her in and a whole gang of kids [boys and girls] forced their
solemnly
ed
week,
this
"Theo
convert an apparently clear
way into the house. It
me quite a while to get them out,
bankruptcy proceedings wouldalpiece of glass into a miniature
but unfortunately they were in long enough for one of the kids
ready have been opened for all
billboard.
our railway transport enterpris- to steal a coin collection valued at $600.
"When this panel is excited
es.
"
electronically, tiny glowing cells
points
Hot
youngster
proudly
to
correct answer to a
This
The people I sat for are not holding me
form letters, numbers and patYugoslav rail fares are a barresponsible, but I
historical question asked on a miniature electronic signboard.
tents like the glowing bulbs of
gain and among the cheapest In hope to get the money to pay,them back some day.
The police questioned me, and naturally I had
a billboard. pictunhg a message display current market infor- School, Mercy Hospital School Europe, A 95-mile train trM
to give them
as it is received from a com- mation by airlines for display- of Nursing, and the University costs one third
the names of the Ms I know were in the house.
what
it
does
in
Now everyone
reservation
s, flight arrivals, of Illinois' School of Life Scputer," according to Raymon H. ing
school
at
knows
that I gave names, and they say they are going
neighboring Italy, one fifth as
Mulford, board chairman of departures and gate malign- ences, all at Champaign.
much as in Britain, and one sixth to make trouble for me.
• • •
Owens-Illinois. Inc.. which de- ments: and on cash registers to
Abby, can you help me' I am considering running
veloped this unit. -The message show purchasers the cost Of
A CLASSROOM with 20 Stu- as much as in Austria.
away.
Yugoslav railways are plagued
dent stations has been open at
can be projected or it can be each item and the total
SCARED
outmoded
by
however.
cars
more
may
than
early
university
use,
the
paper"
An
for more than
printed out on
DEAR SCARED: Don't "run" anywhere.
• • •
be in computer-aided teaching. three years.
50 per cent of them more than
Your biggest
mistake was in opening the door in the first place.
developed
"DigivueThe
the
by
system
signals
panel will be a 50 years old - in which such facCOMPUTE
are
In a
R
THE
The girl who
major
element
University
called
activate
Illinois
appeared
of
of
advanced
needed
to
sta- ilities as heating and ventilatioo
"alone" and made it possible for the "gang" to
all that are
gain
stands
"Protions
same
which
"Plato."
for
will
and
the
.
display
billboard
serve
to
.
.
the
break down as often as they work, entrance should be reprimanded. And I hope this is a lasses
to
signals which command corn- gramrned Logic for Automatic information from the computer
Most of these cars cannot stand ALL sitters. NEVER open the door to ANYONE.
puter-driven typewriters to type ' Teaching Operations." many for the student. A slide projecspeeds in excess of 50 miles
paychecks and computer-driven student stations including "Digi- tor will provide another image.
per hour, makidn them unfit for
DEAR ABBY: I am a boy with a crazy problem.
card sorters. The key difference vue" panels would be connected also under computer control. to
I have a
International transport.
pen pal overseas. I asked for a girl, hoping that
DOW is that computers can writei to a large central computer. be used with the changeable inmaybe we'd
Aid has not been in short like each
with lights on the "Digivue '1Each panel will have an asso- formation provided by the cornother and she could be my "girlfriend," but I
got a
brand display panels.
dated electric keyboard for the puter. Under consideration is a supply. The International Bank
boy by mistake. Just for the fun of it I wrote to him
saying I
In a "Digivue" display of student to communicate with film plate carrying 256 slides for Development and R ecoostrucwas a girl. I sent him a picture of a very; pretty
numbers or letters, a central the computer about information which a student could purchase tion contributed a $70 million
girl I know
and now this pea pal is coming over for
. computer can turn on.just those' that appears ocihi indwidul, like a textbook and insert into loan for modernization. Various
a vacation Oil- miniature lights that form let- "Digivite'; display
the teaching console.
i.
other foreign agencies also have summer
• • •
ters and numbers, in the same
When the project moves into granted generous
credit terms
mannsr that cheering sections
FOUR "Plato" demonstration its final stages, the University
He keeps wrcing rite these love letters and
and capital. Import duties on
now I am
at a football game spell out centers, with a total of '50 stu- of Illinois hopes to have more
on the spot What should I do' GUILTY
railway equipment havebeealowCONSCIENCE
"Army" or "Navy."
dent positions in an earlier gen- than 4.000 stations in operation
ered
front
25
per
cent
to 10.
Experts predict that the new enstion of electronics. are corn- with students using 4,000 "DigiDEAR GUILTY: Tell him the truth. And tell the
Still the ailment persists. A
girl whose
display panels Will be used by pleted at Parkland Junior Col- vue" display panels answering
picture 'tie seat the whole story. Your pea pal
consultative meeting of Yugoslav
stockbrokers on their desks to lege. Washington Elementary questions from one computer
"fell in leme
with
YOUR
letters
and HER picture. Perhaps the girl will
railwaymen last year in Ljubljana prescribed what seem. 00 want to correspond with him and give him a chance to "fall I.
tar to be the one effective treat- love" with HER letters. It's a cinch he's not going to fall in
Waldrop Rites Are
ment-greater commercialisation love with YOUR picture.
Phnnbing
of business,
Scheduled Today
In effect, this means extension
DEAR ABBY I recently happened upon a column
ADULTS
109
of yours,
PARIS (UP!) — Charles (MerNURSERY
Funeral services for Johe Ed of the feudy of "selfmanage5
which, in part dealt with a second wife complainin
g
in glanced at the toilet in his
that her
meat"
decentralis
atioo
of
conApril 2, 1%1 Admissions
Waldrop will be held today at
husband's ex-wile had their child call and ask
third-floor apartment and much
where the
Mn, Louise Papchall, Rte., 1, two p.m. at the chapel of the trol of public agencies - to in- support check was if
the check was one day late.
to his surprise found a python Murray; James Brandon,
Rte. Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home clude the state - owned, state.
peering back at him.
5 Murray; blaster Thomas Mart- with Rev. Dossie Wheatley and' run railroads.
I ask you, what about the truck driver or salesman who
After a moment of abunned in, Gen. Del. Hazel; Miss Ann Rev. Ed Glover
officiating.
isn't in town on payday? Or the person who happens
same, the make dimpipeared Hunt, Rte. 2, Murray; Mn, Jars
Pallbearers will be Martial
to be
back into the philatelic and Hendrick and baby
confined to his bed, sick, or in the hospital"
girt,
3. Wells, Marvin Holland, Glyeo
Clerin headed downstairs to Murray; Rickey Latimer,Rte.
1705 Wells, Groover Parker, J. C.
report the matter to the con- Miller, Ave., Murray; Arther Kemp, and Gray
Your answer, "Make sure the check is there on time ewes y
Roberts. Burcierge. On the way be ran in- Kinel. 302 Pine Murray;
Carlton Parker
Mrs. ial will be in the Murray Cememonth" was a classic example of the narrow-minded attitude
to his first floor neighbor, Lu- Ethel Stockdale, Me.
3, Pur- tery with the arrangements by Fraternity Pledge
of too many who think of the divorced woman with children as
cien Peraldi, who rePorted year, Tenn.; Edwin Stokes,
Rte. the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
"that poor woman.•'
"I've lost a python."
3, Murray; Mrs. Mercedes Mau- Home.
Carlton Parker of Murray has
'Tve found it." Cierin re pin, Kirksey; Mn. Euraii
Waldrop. age 89, died sudden- . been pledged by Alpha Phi
DavenMy foot, lady' This is from one former husband lobo
plied.
port, 604 Ellis Dr.. Murray; Mrs ly at his home at BOO North Gamma,
national
honorary
divorced his wife because she liked to play musical
A quick search failed to turn' Lisa &titer, 111 So. 12th.
beds, Sill
St. 170 Street on Thursday. His ' journalism fraternity, at Murup the make, but other apart- Murray; Yrs. Etta Dick,
even in such a case I couldn't get custody of the children, so
I
Rte. wife, Donnie, died March 311, ray State University.
ment dwellers in the building,6, Murray; Mn. Ovye
pay
up.
McDaniel, 1968.
• Parker is the son of Mrs.
decided not to wait around. 400 So. 9th St., Murray.
Survivors are two sons. Burt Donna Parker of It. Louis. He
I pay support money every week, and my
They called the fire brigade.
April 2, 1941 Dissisisesis
attorney advised
and Hugh Waldrop, three grand- is a senior aeamithes and busme that no "ex" has any complaint until
A fireman was statiooed at Mrs Palsy Dunn. Rte. 3,
at least one month
children,
three great grandchil- iness
Mur&drilling
major
/OM
has passed without receiving the check. Your
every toilet in the building and ray; Howard J. Smell.
'Rte. 2, dren, three sisters, and fogs Vice-president et the Account.
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Friendly Intrusion
Costly to Sitter
By Abigail Van Buren
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The frames are up. Much work is done.
You complete or hire your own contractor.

I would like to use this means tefo express
my
regret at having to drop out of the race, but
due to
a recurrance of an old illness, I feel that
I cannot
give the best to this office.
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Two persons have been cited
by the Murray Police Department. They are for passing on
a double yellow line and for
unnecessary noise.

would like to Thank everyone for,ls,hitir
support
and encouragement during the short time I
was
a candidate for County
Court Clerk.
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• Buy home and land
• Small Down Payment
-a Low Monthly Payment
/
• We finance up tO 9 years

SUES FOR REWARD Charles
Q Stephens...A above
regarded as a material witness
in
the assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr. Is suing
in Chancery Court In
Memphis, Tenn for the $50,000
rewsrd In the case

C•voral models available-2 and 3 bedrooms
laseilition: Lot 64, Lakeway Shores Subdivision. Color: Grey and white.
Contact
GA
C Troos-Worid Acceptance Corp.
slid illy idol.
1251 Bardstown Rout
limetaelny 411104
Telookoses ICI-41111-111S5

Natural Color Portrait
OF YOUR CHILD
I Per F'erson / 2 Per Family / Grouos $1.4" Per Person
Limit
. The Lasting Gift
• Select from Several Poses
• Babris and Children of All
Ages
Portraits Delivered in
Plus 50t
Store
Handling Charge

Photographers Hoare Daily: 15-1, 5-11

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Murray, Kentucky

April 8-10
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